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Introduction

This manual was developed to provide assistance to school per-
sonnel in their efforts to increase the number of women and nontra-
ditional students who are recruited into and retained in nontradi-
tional occupational preparation programs. The format of the manual

was dasigned to provide an overview of the problem, some insights

into the barriers that nontraditional_sttdents may experience, a
discussion of what the situation should be and a_descriptinn 61: pro -
ctdures that can be used to plays the strategies for getting to the
ideal status. The final section is a description of strategies
ti.Jt were determined_byresearchers to be effective in recruiting
and retaining nontraditional_and disadvantaged students in Florida
vocational programs. A detailed description of how tc use the strat-

egies is also provided.

Backround

A major social_development of the last twenty years has been
the grardttg recognition of_the various needs and rights of the dis-

ldvantaged, minorities, and women. These_ developments, which have

chntinued into the eighties, have assisted in changing the attitudes
tifa substantial percentage of the population. However; personnel_

offering awareness workshops for vocational educators continue to '04-
fifrontedwith attitudes that reflect racism, sexism, and classism.

Thusi the job of changing attitudes has not been totally accomplished.

To dwell on what hasn't changed, however,_ may diminish in im-
portance the changes which have occurred. If the long view is taken,

it can be seen that more women and disadvantaged persl)ns have entered
training for occupations that are nontraditional for their tex_and

_Gradually; women and minorities have entered the male-dominated
professions at a somewhat higher pay rate. Thus, some movement toward

equalitation of pay for equal work has been made;

Likewise, in vocational education, contiderablo,t progress has
been made in changing the attitudes of teachers, counselors, andad-
:ninistratorsabout the appropriateness of women and members of dis

advantaged groups entering training programs that are nontraditional
idr_theirsex or group. Thus,. it is very rare that one will current-
ly heat the excuses that "there are no dressing rooms for women," or
that the disadvantaged person is "not able to learn the ekills re-_ ___
(Tufted as reasons for excluding persons from_vocational training;

The entry of women ana disadvantaged persons into_vocational educa-
tion programs that lead to nontraditional occupations increasingly
has been accepted.



Deatiite the apparent progress; if one looks carefully at the

current statist.fcs; it can be_observed that thegap_bo7-ween what

men and women earn has Widened since the efforts toward equality

began; For examplo;the average man earns $16,744, while his fe-

male counterpart earns $7;852 (U.S. Department of Labor, 1980);

is increase is oncurrcnt with an increasing number of women- who

find theMaelVeS in the position of supporting themselves and their

dependents. The "pink tollat" jobs held by most women and the un-

skilled jobs held by the disadvantaged rarely provide enough income

I6 adequately support more than one person. In addition, according

to the U.S. Department of Labor (1950); the unemployment among mi-

noritieS remains the highest of any group.

Thda; it appears that, while the attitudes of vocational edu-

cators about the adViSabiii:y Of women and disadvantaged persons
entering nontraditional occupational preparation_ programs have

canged considerably; the composition of the work force remains

relatively unchanged. Although it would take a considerable amount

of tithe fora flow of women and ,disadvantaged entering the irk

force to make a difference in the total composition of the work

force; it- appears that rather than a "flow", there is only a "trick=

le." It likeWite appeata that, although a sizeable number of nom-

traditional studentS are rettuitt.d into vocational programs; onl:

a few remain in the program long enough to complete it. Current

rL.se.irch (Thomas; et al.i 1979) has thdiCated that women who attempt

intry into vocational programs still face considerable personal and

societal- harrier The next section provides information as to the

nature of theSe bartierS_that provide resistance to entry into and

participation in nontra.r!itional occupational preparation programs.

R_omnva1 / Resistance

The_tite when school policy could Legally liMit the adriiitSiOn

of nontraditional students to avocatiOnalprogram is gone. These

barriersioften_referted to as institutional hartiers; have been
stripped frOM the school catalogs ane other documents promulgated

to attract students. Personnel in most schools hate neutered the
pamder in the descriptions of curricula as well -as given such_doeu-

monts a multiracial emphasis. Publishata of guidance aatterials and

tethooks have made great strides in eliminating bias in_their_publi-

catiOna._ Why;_then, is there concern with recruiting and retaining

women and disadvantaged in vocational education?

It appears thAt retheVal of institutional barriers is not enough

to facilitate changes in the perceptions of members of these groups

as to the appropriateness of theit_participation in a nontraditional

6LupatIon; While the passage of fedetal acts emphasized_ equality
4 educational opportunity as a fundamental right, these legal acts

have failed to remove the social barriers to entering these ocedW

- 2 -



Lions. Individuals still respcndto their perceptions of what others

consider to be appropriate behavior for them. These perceptf-ms may

or may mot reflect the actual perceptions that are held by L-ose to

whom the perceptions are attributed. However, for any women, appro=

priate behavior often becomes synonomous with "traditional behavior."

It has been found that even though school faculty may be re-
ceptive to students pursuing nontraditional occupational preparation,

this is often not enough to attract large numbers of these students

into nontraditional programs; Inadditiln, it appears that women_

and disadvantaged persons are confident that they do have the ability

to learn and perform successfully -in nontraditional occupations.
Thusi if strategies are to be iMplemented_whieh attempt to increase
th,± number of persons who enroll and complete programs which prepare
theme for nontraditional occupations, then it is A good idea to take

a look_at what does deter these individuals from the puruit of high

-cr=pnying, nontraditional jobs;

Studies of the factors that deter women from entering nontra-

ditfonaloccupations (e. g. Thomas, et iZ., 1979) have discowired

the following barrierstopersors attempting to enter nontraditional

occupations: 1)conceptionsofthework environment in nontradition-

al- occupations, 2) family influences, 3) conflict of family reSpOnai

bilitieS, attitudes of personsdeliveringinstruction and hiring
for nontraditional occupations, 5) availability of information about

nontraditional occupations, and 6) unavailability of -funds for career

training. A brief description of each of these barriers is presented

below.

914tispILLOt:1-0-f--the-work__envixonment; ';Here are taken-for

granted assumptions that women in nontraditional oczupations must

work harder to lot the same rewards as men; won't be paid as much

as a in doing the same Jab, are treated as women rather than co-
workers, and won't be _promoted to_a management or supervisory posi-

tion; Although this "common knowledge" may frequently be in error,
it nevertheless affects the perceptions and decisions of those who

would consider entering these occupations.

In addition, the hazing of nontraditioaaI workers is often

More severe than for thosewho_are front the grout that dominates

the work force. Nontraditional, workers *140 frequently perceive
that the normal hazing is because they- are female or from a dis-

advantaged group, and will thus quit the job before_ they are ac-_

tepted by their co-vorkers An additional factor that itay Make the

haring seem more severe is that, contrary to the usual case where

at least one worker will_takea new employee "under his wing" t

help hiM through the "initiation," most traditional employees are

reluctant to befriend a person of the oppooitt sex or one from a

different race far fear of being rejected theMaelVta.



It is clear that members of nontraditional_groups must develop

social support systems if they are to survive training for, and entry
into, jobs where they perceive (whether accurately or not) that incum-

beritS feel they are superior; think that the nontraditional workers

vz2n't do a good job,' and talk down to them;

Family influence. Family liteMberS can create barriers that will

prevent an individual from: a) considering entrance into a hontradi-

tion41 occupation, b) completing_the training once he/she hia begiAti;

or c) entering the occupation after'training has been completed.

Family members may convey, or be petteived_as feeling, that a nontra-
ditional job is not the appropriate place in society for a woman or

member of their societal group. Women in particular are faced with

the conflicts between the perceptions of their faiily regarding ap-

propriate roles for women and their own desire for a career.

Conflict of family resoonsibillty;_ Women have experienced dif-

ficulty in avoiding conflict& betWedri their family responsibilities
and their careers. Nontraditional occupations usually require that

the worker keep up to date. Thus; stepping out of the lob for ex-
tended periods to take care of "family responsibilities" can be very

detrimental to progressing in a nontraditional career. In contrast,

the penalty -for stepping out of many jobs traditionally held by women

is not nearly_So great. That is, the training lor reentry is not

extensive. ThilSi_Many tkiziteti find it easier to take these lower7pay-

ing jobs rather than a carer that_requires continuous employmemt._
This may be a reasonable solution if the woman's salary :f,st always a

supplementary one The problem is that the society has changed, such
that women are not afforded the luxury of being able to work for a

supplementary salary; In addition; women are working longer and de-

serve to make a living wage from their work.

Attitudes of training and -emit,r1?-0*-rsattnol, The underlying

attitudes which resulted in the development -of policies thateffec-
tively segregated training programs and employment opportunities
along the lines of sex or race have not suddenly_gone away as -the
result of federal legislation; A majority of school personnel are

zwzre of the recent legislation; However; this does not mean that
they atkree_with the concept of equality--or--if they do; in prin-
-ciple;_it does not necessarily follow that they will have internal-
ized this belief_intO everyday_actions; Gestures, facial 2xpressions
and other "body_tangzaage" can be interpreted as signs aditapproval
by the person whO is attempting to enter a nontraditional training
program or job.

_Thus; it is understandable that prospective students who at-
empt to eater anontradAtionaltraining program or job may feel that

the vocational educators or eMployment personnal a) aren't interested
themi h) feel they won't be able to do the job; c) think that they



won't enter the job even if they do learn the skills, or d) believe
that they won't fit in with other workers if they do enter the job
The difficulty that prospective nontraditional trainees have in ob-
taining information about training programs offered for their se-
lected careers from educators and counselors may reinforce the_
feeling that the persons r.2sponsibIe for training programs just are
not interested in nontrzditional students. In addition, thepro-
sseetive nontraditional student is likely to feel that it will be
difficult to get information about openings in the nontraditional
occupation trsey have selected once they have completed the training
program.

There is a high probability that many womem and disadvantaged
students will experience actual or perceived barriers as the result
of seeking information about nontraditional training programs or job
openings. Thus, rather than adopting an attitude of passive accep-
tance toward potential students, vocational educators should active-
ly solicit nontraditional students aisi promote them to potential
employers. Strategies presented later in this publication will
suggest ways in which this can be accomplished.

_Availability of information. Information :about occupations
of all types may seem difficult or impossible to get for any student.
Adult students; in particular; may not know where to start looking
for information about nontraditional careers; Most current high
school students, however, are likely to know that there is an occu-
pational information file In the guidance Office7-but may well be
reluctant to ask for help to find specific materials.

If prosptctive nontraditional students do find information
about a selected career, they may have difficulty relating tp those
materials which display traditional workers in all illustrations.
Occupational Information recently published by mamercial publishing
houses, however,_are Lilrelyto have illustrations representative of
both JOCC5 as well .a minority groups. In addition, role models for
many occupations may not be_readily visible_for most women and dis-
advantaged students, thus lithiting a valuable seurce of occupational
information.

If there is to be real freedom to choose a career, then infor-
mation about all careers must be accessible to each student. The
possible temptation on the part of vocational educators to place more
emphasis on occupational information that is traditional for the stu-
dent's sox or disadvantagedgrouvis everpresent. OVercoming_tbit
temptation requires 41 conscious_effort to reduce stereotypical bier;
and to make information for both nontraditional and traditional occu-
pat ions available; If =his is done systematically, it will become
just as natural to present information to students that is nontradi
tional for their sex or disadvantaged croup as it is to_ present the
traditional material. Systematic efforts to overcome these barriers



by persons dispersing the information eventually Will reduce the-non-
verbal and attitudinal factors that inhibit btudents from obtaining
information about other career options.

Where Should We Go?

The-effort to make nontraditional occupations available to the
disadvantaged a9d women should ultimately result in making the choice
of these occupations as natural as the selection of occupations tra-
ditienally considered acceptable for members of these groups. This
does not mean tat there should be quotas established for any parti-
cular occupational preparation program, nor does it mean that there
should be a limit to the number of nontraditional students adMitted.
Rather, it means that a concerted_ effort should be made to remcae
the personal-social harriers to those seeking entrance into oceup4-
tional preparation programs.

It may be seen from the nature of these personal and social
barriers that some are directly_related to the school-while others
are related to family and friends._ This observation provides an
indication of the types of activities that can be employed to en-
courage those who would like to try a nontraditional occupation to
feel free to do so, as well as the types of individuals that should
he involved in conducting these activities. In the ideal situation,
those persons who are perceived as providing barriers to students_
entering nontraditional occupations are the very ones who should be
involved in the elimination of these perceptions.

When the personal-social barriers are removed and individuals
feel free to enter any occupational preparation program they choose,
with an equal chance of being hired when they complete their training
program; then such activities as described in this_publicationvill
not be necessary. Judging from the past rate of change in_society)
however, it is unlikely that complete equality will be achieved in
the near future.

How Do We Get There?

School districts vary in the degree to which they are making
nontraditional programs available to the disadvantaged and women:
Those schools which are more successful have developed various strat-
egies to recruit and retain students from these groups. However,
the activities that are included in this effort are often only loose-
ly coordinated. In addition) these activities sre conducted with
very little_variation from year to year. Thus, the person responsible
for organizing recruitment and retention activities may simpIyrecall
what was done during the previous year; making few changes, and arriv-
ing at various degrees of success; A s a result, the person_responsi-
hie for conducting these activities may know little about the amount

- 6 -
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of effort that went into developing the original plan;

The reader may recognize the fact that most organizations op-

erate in a manner similar to that just described. The planning pro=

cess is often very limited and/or includes a singular activity

rather than an overall, orchestrated plan to accomplish a particular

goal. In addition, the activities are most often monitored at one

point, i.e., the end of the year During this time, the question

may be asked, "Did the activity get done?" Obviously, this is much

too late to do anything about mid-course corrections to make sure

that the activity is done well. Such loosely planned and monitored
activities often do achieve the desired goals; however, the use of

well-coordinated planning strategies and the implementation of a
systematic monitoring proc;;ss will increase the probability that all

activities designed to meet a particular goal are effectively and

efficiently conducted. A brief description of a planning procest
and relevant monitoring procedures are included here as a general

guide. References are also provided for those who would like to ac-

quite a more in-depth understanding.'

P lanningfor Nontraditional Occupational RecrultMent-a

S- trategies

The term "planning," as used here, refers to the systematic

determination of goals and objectives and the development of strat-

egies to accomplish these selected goals and objectives. The focus

of this publication, retention of women and disadvantaged persons
in nontraditional occupations, obviously represents only a small

portion of the possible goals and objectives of school systems.

The assumption being made here is that the attraction and retention

of women and disadvantaged_ students in vocational education programs

is included, or at least allowable, under the broad goals of the

school district. (This would seem to be a reasonable assumption,

given recent legislation.) Thus, the discussion of planning will

be framed by the terms and activities required to achieve the singu-

lar goal which is the target of this publication. The Steps required

for planning arc nearly the same; regardless of the scope of_ desired

activities. It is obvious that planning for an entire school dit=

trict would be more complex than planning for a small fraction of

the total activities within the district; In addition, when planning

for the total district, -the plans are likely to be more global than

when planning for any of the subparts. Thus, the existence of a

district plan does not preclude the need for planning for a specific

subpart;

The steps usually considered necessary in the planning process

are a) determining the current status; b) determining the ideal or

desired status; c) identifying the discrepancies between the current

status and the ideal status; d) establishment of goals and objectives

that; when achieved, will eliminate the discrepancies; e) selection

- 7 -



of strategies to achieve the objectives; f) evaluation of the strat-

itii; and g) recycling successful strategies. If these steps are

conducted appropriately, an effective plan of action can be developed

and monitored by establishing closer lines of communication among

relevant actors. Relevant actors, in this case; are those who will

be conducting the strategies, including_ administrators and those who

are perceived as erecting barriers to those Seeking entry into non-

traditional training programs and jobs. An attempt has_been made-

to incorporate a discision of the relevant actors in tha discussion

of each of the planning steps.

Determining the current status. The current status of efforts

to retain nontraditional students in vocational education will be

hooded for two reasons: 1) as a way of justifying needed_eXpendi-_
tUres and resources (e.g., staff time and postage) on activities that

could potenti9lly increase the retention of students; and 2) as a

benchmark Against which to compare proposed ideas or desired goals.

Since there are an unliMited number of factors about which one

could collect current status information, a decision must be made as

to what information is most relevant. In making this decision, it

is wise to first askwho are the significant actors._ In the case of

retaining women anddisadvantagedstudents in nontraditional occupa=

tiansi the actors of interest are: a) the nontraditional students;

b) the instructors and administrators of nontraditional classes,

c) potential employers of nontraditional students, and d) family

and friends of the potential nontraditional_students; It may be seen

from this llst that current status informatiOn is not limited to in-

formation that can be obtained within the school. Rather, one -half

or more of the relevant actors from whom information may be required

are outtidd the school environment. But how does one determine whb

the relevant actors are? Initially, one can determine this by ob-

serving who those persons are'that provide assistance or.deterrence

o those seeking to remain in nontraditional programs.

Environmental factors also provide useful sources of current

status information. It was noted earlier that perceptifts of the

working environment and training represented potential deterrents

to those seeking entrance into nontraditional occupations. Thut,

questions should be raised concerning physical factors, as well as

the attitudes, of relevant actors.

Some of the current status questions_ that shouldbeasked are

very apparent; For example, one iMMediately wonders about the num-
bet8 of nontraditional students who enroll in classes, as well as the

nuriber of employers in the community who have hiked nontraditional

employees. Related questions include:

14



How many employers would be willing to hire nontraditional
employees but have not had the opportunity?

How many nontraditional students completed the training in
each nontraditional training program?

How many of the entering women and disadvantaged students
would have preferred enrolling in a nontraditional training
program but did not?

How many adults in_the community would like to enroll in a
nontraditional training program--but have been deterred by
various barriers?

How many women and disadvantaged students who finished a
nontraditional training program obtained a job in the occu-

pation for which training was received?

It may be observed that_much_of_the data needed to answer these
questions are available or easily obtained, -while answers to other

questions could be obtained only with considerable effort. The -per-

sons planning for activities that will encourage women and disadvan-
taged students to enroll and remain in nontraditional training pro-
grams should weigh the value of current status information against

thy,, difficulty of obtaining it. If information has marginal utility
and requires extensive effort to obtain, then it is likely that the

planners will decide to omit the data from the current status descrip-

tion; Whereas; information of marginal utility that is easily obtained

may be collected and used to establish justification for the expendi-

ture rf resources but may not be of value for final planning. An

example here is the hypotheMicai finding that women and disadvantaged
students perform better than those who are traditionally enrolled in

courses.

A strong case can be made for expending greater resources on
the recruitment and retention of women and disadvantaged students

in vocational training programs that provide training for high-pay-

ing jobs by contrasting the income data obtained from follow -up studies

of students not in these programs with those received by graduates_of
occupational training programs that are dominated by men and the ad-

vantaged. Additional -clout can be added by obtaining data on the
number of_women and disadvantaged graduates from traditional programs
Who provide the -only income for themselves and their families; and

who are often single parents with one or more children;

The amount cf status information collected Will depend on the
resources available and the extent to which justification for expen-
ditures will be regGired. At a minimum, the following status data

should be provided:

= 9 =



Number of women and disadvantaged enrolled in nontradition-

al programs

Number of employment opportunities for graduates of identi-

fied programs

T.:airiers perceived by women and disadvantaged students who
arf potential enrollees in nontraditional training programs

Number _of women and disadvantaged students enrolled in
traditional programs who would prefer to be enrolled in a
nontraditional program

Average salaries of women and disadvantaged who complete
traditional programs

Average salary of graduates of the targeted nontradltional
vocational education program

Attitudes of instructors in the targeted training program*
toward women and disadvantaged students

Number of women and disadvantaged students who completed
a nontraditional program who are employed in the field for

which trained

Number of women and disadvantaged_ students who enrolled in
nontraditional training programs but dropped out before

obtaining entry-level proficiency

If additional resources and time are availablei ft would seem
desirable to know about:

The attitudes of employers toward nontraditional employees

Success of graduates who have completed programs that are
nontraditional for their sex or disadvantaged groups

The potential enrollment in nontraditional programs_of
women and disadvantaged persons who are not currently
enrolled in school

Attitudes of family :ambers of women and disadvantaged stu-
dents who are current or potential enrollees in nontradition-
al t::aining programs

- 10 -



As previously noted; most of the essentialstatusinformation
can he gleaned from existing data sources, such as school records
and follow-up surveys. This data set,_supplemented by any additional
information deemed necessary or desirable by planners, can be used
to simulate comparisons between current situations and an ideal sta-
tus s1tation. These comparisons can, in turn, be used to identify
potential strategies that can be implemented to close, the gap betneen
the current and ideal status.

Determining the desired status. The desired or ideal stacus
of an educatioial process can be described either by those who ad-
minister vocational training; or else by those who are recipients
and consumers of such training; In the present case of recruitment
and retention activities and goals for students nontraditional to
vocational program areas* it is unclear_who should establish the
ideal. In some communities, if the decision were -put to a vote, it
is likely that the agreed-upon ideal would be to_keep women in "wo
men's jobs" and the disadvantaged in traditionally low-paying occu-
pations; In the case of any fundamental social change; it is common
for persons not directly benefiting from these changes to resist them
and attempt to keep things the way they "always" have been;

In this case, it appears that those school_ personnel who per-
ceive that everyone should have an equal opportunity to pursue any
career would be tte logical cadre of individuals to establish -the
Ideal; It is this group that has accepted on a personal level the
social change that has been enacted into many recent laws

Having stated that something is ideal does not always mean
that it is feasible to rttain. For example, it may be ideal to have
enrollment divided equally between women and men in every vocational
class--but getting large numbers of_women to enroll it auto mechanics
and men to enroll in courses preparing thei_to be secretaries, for
example, is not likely to occur until considerable internalization
of these values, on the part of both students and faculty, hAve oc-
curred; It is feasible, however, to state the alternatives and im-
plement the practices that will facilitate movement in the directlon
of the desired change and thereby allow individuals in society to make
decisions which they previously had little or no opportunity to make
Thus, in thelong_term, it is the opportunities and taken-for-granted
assumptions_ held by people in their everyday -livers that influence
their decisions to accept or reject social change.

The procedure for determining an ideal is to take the current
status information and establish what criteria should be met when
the situation is reevaluated at some point in the future For ex
ample, swppose a survey of instructors who teach vocational courses
that are nontraditional for women and disadvantaged reveals attitudes
that range from very negative to someWhat passive. The ideal status,



at some future point; would be that all instructors exhibit at least
passive attitudes; with most being very positive toward having women
and disadvantaged students in their classes. The same reasoning
should be applied to each item included in the current status !.for-
mation file.

'laving established the current status and ideal status; the
planner is able to determine the extent to which there are discrep-
ancies;

epancies. The difference between the ideal
status and current_status is a_diserepancy; or in needs assessment
terminology, a reed or gap. The reader may have noted that the de-
scription of current status and ideal status are equivalent to the
steps in needs assessment of determining "what is" and "what ought
to be;" respectively; The process of needs assessment, then, can be
illustrated as:

Current Status

(What IS)

Ideal Status

(What Ought To Be)

IDiscrepancy

I (Need)

Whatever terminology is used; the discrepancies tbat emerge are
those things that planners will want to consider when determining the
goals _and objectives tobe_establishedfor a particular time period
iaorder to alleviate the discrepancy between the current situation
and what is deSired.

logical way to approach
to begin work on is to list all
planners place them in order of
least. An average of the ranks

the task determining whi 'needs"

of the needs and have the cadre of
priority from the greate to he
can be calculated to dete e the

collective order of priority by the total planning group. is

not to say that strategies -could not be employed to address all iden-
tified needs; but rather if all needs cannot be- addressed simultaneous-
ly, then the strategies that address the "needs" with high priority
should be selected first.

Establishing goals and objectives.; Goals and objectives can
and should be developed for activities on all levels within a_schOol
district, Whethr it is- planning the program for an entire school
district or those activities of_a specific teacher. The activities
that Will evolve from a group which has as its charge the development
of strategies to assist in retaining women and disadvantaged students
in nontraditional training programs are no exception; Without goals
it is difficult to know where one is headed; Goals are just that,
statements about what a person -or group of persons want(s) to accom-_
plish. Goals can be long-or short-term and should be specific enough
so that one knows wen the goals have been reached.

- 12 -
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The earlier discussion regarding current and ideal status
provides 4 theoretical foundation for the identification of long-
range goal statements.Supposethat we found that 90 percent Of_
Chi: women and disadvantaged students who enroll in_fientraditioh 1

vocational program', in School "X"dtop_out bef6te learning mark-e:-
able skills because of the attitudes they percelve the instructional
staff to have. The long -range goal to resolve this problem might
read:

TO reduce the percentage of women and diaadVantaged
students who drop out_of nontraditiOnal programs due
to the attitudes exhibited by instructional staff from
90% to 2%.

The planners must now ask themselves how long in the best and worst-
of all situations it might take to accomplish this goal. A tdaliitic
guess might be five years; This time estimate should be added to the
long-range goal statement.

Short-range goals are developed such that when they are accom-
plished Over the time period specified by the long-range goal, the
long-range goal will also be completed; Thus; for the iftst year,
chi -hOrt-range goal for the above example could be:

To reduce the percentage of women and disadvantaged
students who drop out of nontraditional programs as the
result of instructor attitudes toward nontraditional
students from 90% to 502.

The rationale for such a large reduction in the first-year is that
many instructors are often unaware of the attitudes they appear to
he exhibiting and that students may have perceptions About the in-
structors that are not_accurate._ ThoSe types -of Problems are easily
corrected; whereas an- instructor's dee0=Seeted beliefs about the
inability of women and dieadvantaged students to succeed in a non -
traditional training program and career may take several years to
change. Planners should take these considerations into account in
order to come up with realistic snort-term goals. Shtitttttlit_goals
should therefore be written according to the model provided above
in order to provide a concrete basis for developing- objectives that
can be evaluated and fulfill the needs OVA given situation. Ob-
jectives; like goals, must indicate the final reaults that are to be
desired and a concise measure Of hair one can evaluate the objective
that hat beth_iiplemented. The tendency is to merely list -the pro-
cess as the objective. An example of such a process objective is:_
to conduct a workshop for instructors on the effects of Wit toward
nontraditional students. It would be easy enough to deteriaide if
the workshop were held--but no measurable result was specified. An
objective that specifies tht results, as well as measurement crite-
ria; might read:

13



To change the attitude of instructors with negative
attitudes toward nontraditional students to a positive
attitude as indicated by a self-report scale.

The activities or strategies that are employed to achieve this ob-:

jective comprises the process that is employed to meet the identified

objectives. Figure 1 contains a_corcise summary of the example which

has been presented in the text above.



Figure 1: Example of Goals; Objectives and Strategies

Low-term Goal

To reduce the percentage

of women and disadvantaged

students Om drop out of

nontraditional programs

because of the attitudes

exhibited by instructors

from 90Z to 2 in five

yeirs;

Short-term Coal

To reduce the percentage

of women and disadvantaged

students who drop ov,t of

nontraditional prorams as

the result of instructor

attitudes toward women

ad disadvantaged staints

from 90% tä

Objectives

1, To change the attitudes

of instructors with

negative attitudes

toward nontraditional

students to a positive

attitudi as indicated

by a self-report scale,

Strategies

a, Hold an awareness

workshop !or

instructors;

b. Conduct tours for

instructors of

industry ih which

nontraditional

workers ire

employed.

2. To increase the toler- a.

once of nontraditional

students to bias exhi-

bited by instructors;

administrators; coun-

selors and others as

reported by the students

on a rating scale.

Conduct workshop

for nontraditional

students designed

to enhance their

self concept as a

nontraditional

employee.

b. Provide instruc-

tion on coping

with bias.
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Selection ottrALegLes. In the present centext,_"strategy"

IS Centl.idered_t0 be an activity that is planned and conducted for

the purpose of contributing to the achievement of a stated goal.

Up to this point, the discussion has focused on the methods by

which planners in a sehtiol system can idetitify_the problems (needs)

that prevent women and disadvantaged students fro, getting into and.

completing nontraditional vocational programs and ways of establish-

:hag goals to eliminate these problems. Thus, the strategies are the
"things" the .school personnel select to do to meet the goats.

How are theSe strategies Selected? In the process of determin-

ing goalsi the current status and ideal_ status_ were identified; Thus,

the planners know where they are, as Well as .wherm they want to go.
Intaking this determination, information was collected that provided

a basis for deciding what kind of changes would be needed. For ex.,;_

aMple, the planners may have identified instructor perceptions which

could potentially result in the adoption of one set of attitudes to-

ward nontraditional students and a Oifferett set of attitudes toward

traditional students. A case in point might be the hypothetical sit-

uation in which an instructor doian't believe that nontraditional
students can learn the skills required for the occupation_ being taught

or if they_domanageto learn the skills--they won't be able to -get a

job, Faced with attitudes of this nature, :he planners must select

strategies that will personably involve these instructors and produce

the desired change in attitede.

It can easily be seen that biaing strategy selection on infor-

mation about current or desired status is much more systematic than

merely selecting strategies on the basis of what ie assumed to be

needed. The planners may_have found that the instructors are very
positive toward nontraditional students, bUr it was the students'

perception that thd instructor didn't think they could do the work.

This situation would require a very different strategy than the one

described abGe.

Must the strategies that are to be used be developed from scratch?

Not at all. The personnel in many schools are already conducting many

activities. The needs assessment may show that many of these strategies
should be continued, while some may be discontinued. Other strategies

that can be used in ether problem areas have been dascribed in resource
materials or are being conducted by another school. School personnel

are nearly always willing to share their ideas and materiels, and prac-

tice has shown that borrowing ideas is a Legitimate way to acquire new

strategies. In additinn this publication contains descriptions of
strategies that were observed in practice in Florida sehools. Ideas

acre gleaned from those who were conducting the strategies and aug-

mented by descriptions of similar strategies contained in other publi-
cations. It IS anticipated that these strategies will be useful as
solutions or ideae for tolutiont to Many of the problems that are found
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in local diStricts. it is also_anticipated_thatideasfor solutions
for many identified problems will be found in ether schools and pub-

Tications,as well as ereatel by Lhose attempting to apply this in-

formation to new situations;

Strategies thus selected or developed should be organize4
into a proposed plan of activities for a specified time period--_
such as a year. The plan should be Accompanied with cost estimates
for the conduct of each straty. Since many strategies can be con-

ducted_ with little or no coet, -ft is likely that some sctivitieS
could begin before approval isobtained on the total plan. The

ups - rational plan for implementing those which have been approved
ShoUld, morespecifitally, spell _out what is to be done, by Whom,

and when. The next section provides some insight into this process;

Td,111s1112_strateales. The strategies scanected easily ta

be broke down into the several_smaller tasks that are re4elriiittb
accomplish_ them. If the first :acting of tasks are not manageable
"chinks" of work; then they can be broken sawn until the subtasks
are the ApprOpriate site to assign to one member of the viannfmg
team.. The first breakdown_ of subtasks usually produces wanageable
tneicsi and no further breakdowns are needed. Since _arse :-.rategies

i'ar recruiting sad retaining women and disadvantaged students are
not really very complex; the first-level breakdown is usually ode=
(plate.

Itss an illustration,_the breakdown of the strategy delivering
an aW reness workshop to instructors is provided:

1.0 Identify school personnel to be inClUded as
participants in the workshop;

2.0 Select cottenr for the workshop;

3.0 INtiermite date, time, And place for the workshop;

4,0 Preplre presentations for the workshop;

5.0 Invite outside speakers as appropriate;

6.0 Invite school personmzel to be participants;

7.0 conduct the wort sbop; and

8.0 Evaluate the workshop.

It is likely that ttis level of tasking will be Adequate for
the purpose of assigning tasks, as well as for setting uilettonet to
see how, well the_pians for the workshop are progressing. If, however,

the planners have doubts about some of the personnel knowing what to
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to do, each task can easily be broken down into more specific items.
Ah example of a second-level breakdown follows:

2;0 Select content for the workshop

2.1 Identify barriers that are perceived by
instructors;

2.2 Identify barriers that are perceived by
students;

2;3 Select content to assist in overcoming
specified barriers;

All that is required to break down a task is, simply, to ask what
is required to accomplish it? Once these tasks are spelled out, it
should be very easy to accomplish them.

Assignment of the task or subtask to members; of the planning
group,or to others, is easily done when the tasks are specifically
spelled out. This is usually best accomplished by asking each per-
son which of the tasks he/she is willing to undertake. Volunteering
for specific tasks usually increases one's_ willingness to_do_an as-
signment and matches the individual with the task(s) he/ahe_does_best.
It is important to watch to be sure that DO one overloads himself and
to be alert to the possibility ofihaving to reassign tasks if those
who have agreed to do them fid that they are not able; Those tasks
which are not accepted by any of -the planning team -will have to be
assigned to someone else. A good technique is to look outside of
the planning group to persons who may be willing to participate in
the conduct of the activities.

When an imbalance of responsibility for the conduct of tasks
is observed, it is wise to alert the person who has agreed to do the
activities that he/she may be taking on too much. However; the staff
members involved in conducting various strategies should not be con-
cerned if some people are doing most of the task in a particular strat-
egy. Others may be doing most or all of the tasks in another strategy;

Establishing a timetable for each task or aubtask to_be to7ORIeted
will assist the planning team to monitor the progress of_the_activitied
which they have planned. Input from the person responsible for the
task regarding the time that it should take to complete that task is
essential. If the designated person cannot complete the task on the
timetable necessary for the task to get done within designated time
period, some reassignment of tasks will be necessary._ Algol if_the
planning team_finds that the tasks are not being completed by the pro-
posed timetable, they may find it necessary to provide assistance to
the person assigned the task or to reassign the responsibility entirely.

- 18 -
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Timetables need not be elaborate. A simple list of the task

with anticipated completion dates is adequate. A column can be

added to the timetable for dates completed to_facilitatemonitoring
progress. The following is an example of a timetable using the
strategy illustrated previously:

Date To Be Date Person

TaSk Completed- Completed Resoons-ible

1.0 Identify school Sept. 20 Sept. 10 Kay
personnel to be
included in the,
workshop;

2.0 Select content Oct. 15 Oct. 20 Jim
for the work-
shop.

3.0 Determine date;
time; and place
for the workshop Oct. 15

4.0 Prepare presen-
tations for the
workshop.

5.0 Invite outside
speakers as
appropriate

Nov. 30

Dec. 15

6.0 Invite school
personnel to
participate. Dec. 15

7.0 Conduct the
workshop. Dec. 20

8.0 Evaluate the
workshop. Dec. 20

Donna

Donna

Kay

All

Chollette

Reporting of progress at regular meetings of the planning team /n
will encourage those responsible for the tasks to complete their as-
signments on schedule. If they are unable to meet the schedule, how-
ever, the regular planning team meetings offer an opportunity for mid
course corrections. It is also a good idea to report the outcome of
the completion of the tasks, as well as the fact that it has been com-
pleted. For example, the person responsible for the development of
the content of a workshop could report what heishe bad decided should
be the content and the reasons for the selection of each agenda item.

- 19 -
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ilils .ill keep the total planning team up to date; as well as allow

for valuable input.

Summary; This section includes some rather detailed descrip-
tions of how to conduct a needs assessment; establish goals and ob.-
jectives_based on_the needs-_ identified, select strategies designed
to meet the goals and objectives* and develop a plan to conduct the
selected strategies.

The planning process described is not much different than
those that most groups use to plan -the activities they' re going to
conduct._ The procedure suggested does provide a more systematic ap-
proach than a group would usually use. This should insure that the
strategies selected are on target with what the problems are -and-
should help keep the plannir3 committee on task throughout the plan-
ning and conduct of the strategies.

Evaluatin tr to es. To do them again or not is the question

to which this section is addressed. That is, should the strategies

that were included in the annual_plan_beincluded in the next plan?
Questions that the planners should. ask themselves in making this
judgment include:

Did the strategy assist in reducing the discrepancy
between what the situation was at the time the plan
was developed and the ideal status--i.e.., did it work?

Have other factors effectively eliminated the problem?

Were there excessive negative side effects?

Was the strategy conducted as planned?

Did the strategy require excessive resources in com-
parison to the pay-off?

Has the ideal situation changed?

Much of the information required to answer these questions is

readily available. The regular monitoring sessions will provide in-
formation about whether the strategy is being conducted as planned;
what mid-course corrections are needed, and what problems are being
experienced along the way. This type of evaluation, often referred
to as "formative evaluation;" provides information which can be used

to effect timely changes in the strategy so that itwil] be more ef-
fective in accomplishing the stated objectives on the current- cycle.
It also provides information on how to change the plans for the next
cycle so that the same problems are not repeated.

-2
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Additional information needed to answer the evaluation ques-
tions can be obtained by asking how well the strategy worked. This

information, frequently referred to as "summative evabaationiu is
useful in reporting to the_school authorities on the achievements
that were made as well as in improving the strategy -for the next
cycle. Questions such as, "How many women and disevantaged en-
rolled in and graduated from nontraditional programs,;"__and "How many
instructors participated in the instructor's workshop;" are easily
recorded as the_various strategies are conducted. An evaluation
form given to_the participants at the close of each activity can be
used also to find out how well the activity was conducted. These
surveys are easily developed simply by asking the participants to
rate a listing of the various activities that were included in the
strategy and to make comments about why they did or didn't like the
activity;

Answering questions_ahout how well_the strategy is being con-
ducted requires that one be more perceptive. For example, if non-
traditional students are dropping out of a particular vocational
program; in spite of a well-planned support group, members of the
planning team should investigate the reasons why the students are
dropping out. It may be a problem that is external to the program;
such as not having adequate time during business hours to conduct
necessary business. This problem has been solved, in sope cases, by
reducing the program to four days per_week. If problems are persis-
tent; it may be a good idea for the planning team to form a subgroup
of two or three mfrs to investigate the cause. The investigation

can be done by 'talking with tLose persons involved; including stu-
dents who have- dropped out. The correction required may be simple;
or it_may require -that an additional strategy be planned and con-
ducted. An example_of the latter would occur if the nontraditional
students did not understand some of the technical language used MI
the instruction; while traditional students had had adequate exposure
to the occupation to learn the language before coming- to the class.

A strategy easily could be devised to correct this deficiency in
technical language;

Each of -the strategies described later in this publication con-
tains suggestions for evaluation methods; The planning team should;

however; use their own expertise to design additional methods. Eval-

uation results play a key role in making decisions about recycling
strategies. The next sectin provides suggestions and precautions
about planning for recycling.

stray ie Results of the evaluation will indicate
which strategies were helpful in meeting the stated objectives and
which ones were not. The extent to -which the first cycle of the
strategies meets the long-range_goal also will_be indicated by the
evaluation data. This input will provide the information necessary
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to determine which strategies will need to be recycled; However;

one additional suggestion should be kept in mind. If some_strate-

gies are very successful, such as mcuiting nontraditional students,
meet the long-range goal during the first year, it doesn't nec-

essarily follow that the strategies for recruitment should be ter-

minated- The planning teamshould ask itself if the desired status
will continue to exist if the strategy is not recycled.

Delivery of the strategies naturally will become easier each
time the process is repeated; The planning team will accumulate
more experience, and many of the strategies will become standardized:
It is, of course, important to make changes in -the strategieswhere
the evaluation shows a deficiency. Care should be taken not to for-
get to record the changes that were made in the strategy during the
previous delivery. This will avoid experiencing the same problems
as before; While it may be assumed that persons conducting the strat-
egies will remember what was done--it is better to keep a record.
It is likely that some of the actors involved in the planning and de-
livery of the strategies will change. Thus, the process of planning
and conducting strategies should -not change much each timethestrat-
egies are recycled. The temptation to view thecomplete olanning
process as being necessary only during the initial /implementation
period shoule be avoided. Rather, the steps of planning, implement-
ing, and monitoring the planned strategies should be repeated each
time.

Planning. Planning for the second andsubsequent cycles should
ht very similar to the first time around. Thus, it may be a_good

idea to review the suggested planning process presented earlier.
There are some differences that should be noted, however. The plan-

ning team hza had some experience with the strategies and with each
other, which will enable them to make more accurate protections of
the time and effort required to conduct the activities included in
a strategy. This may allow the planningteam_to envision a much more
extensive set of strategies than were undertaken the first time. The

planning team, even if the members are all the same as the first time

around should repeat the planning process. The steps in the process

are

. Determine the current status.

2. Determine the desired status;

3. Identify discrepancies.

4; Establish goals and objectives.

5. Select appropriate strategies;

=22 =.
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6. Develop a plan for delivering the strategies.

7 Mon ito the del iv 'y crm.rxu,4na

8; Evaluate the outcome of the delivery of the
strategies.

Much of the data to determine the current status will be ob-
tained in the process of evaluating the outcome of the first de-
livery of the selected strategies. Thus; the previous year's sum -

zative evaluation can serve as the current status data for the next
cycle;

The iaeal status should be reviewed each year to determine if
the status that was perceived as "ideal" the previous year is still

L,:;nsidered to be ideal. To do otherwise is to assume that the de-

sired status is static; rather than dynamic. Because of the dynamic

nature a' this process; long-range goals and objectives also should
he reviewed to determine whether revision is needed and if additions

are desirable.

The process of establishing goals and objectives is primarily
one of re'- sewing the previously-established ones in light of dis-

crepan ies observed between the current status and the revised ideal

status; It may be recalled; however; that it was suggested_that
some strategies may be retained after the ideal status has been at-

tained as a maintenance precaution;

A careful review of the progress made toward meeting the long-

range gclls and objectives should be undertaken to determine what

joaIs require additional emphasis. The process of selecting strate-

gies should not he short-circuited. Ratheri_the process may require

more effort; since something will be known_about the effectiveness
of the strategics that were conducted the first time._ Strategies

should be selected which have the greatest potential for successfully

meeting the short-range goals established for the planning period.

lmpementing the planned strategies should be easier during
tho second and subsequent cycles. many of the materials needed to
conduct the activities already will have been developed and will

require only slight revisions. In addition; contacts with persons

who can provide necessary assistance already_will have been_estab-
lished; This will allow sufficient time to develop the activities_
in the new strategies which have been selected for the current cycle.

,

The excitement of starting a new venture may wear off during
the first cycle; which may lead to less monitoring in following cy-

cles: This; however; should be avoided. If the motivation provided
by monitoring is eliminated; then many of the tasks may not be ac-
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compjished. In adc:itian, the monitoring process still will be
needed to p ovide the formativeevaIuation needed to makemid-course
corrections and to provide input for the cycles which follow.

Strdtegles

The strategies described in this section were gleaned from
interviews conducted in Florida schools which, according to data
provided by -the Division of Vocational Education, had a relatively
high proportion of women and_ disadvantaged students in nontraditional
vocational programs._ These interviews were augmented with descrip-
tions of strategies found in the literature reviewed. Thus, the
strategies are composites of the activities actually conducted in
the schools observed and the available literature;

It is not anticipated that all of the strategies listed will
be conducte=d by any one school, or that the procedures will be fol-
lowed_exactly as presented. Rather, the strategies should serve as
:1 springboard from which the planning committee can start to create
its own set of strategies and plans for conducting them;

The format of the strategies includes: a title, the objectives,
a short description, and a list of procedures required to conduct the
strategy. Personnel and budget items -are also suggested. For_some
!;trategies, a siMple evaluation procedure, usually involving the de-
ve1opMent and administration of an evaluation quesl:ionnaire and the
compilation of evaluation data, is suggested; The "Description" sec-
tions give brief explanations of the strategies, and the "Procedures"
sections present outlines of the major steps in organizing and planning
for the strategies.

The items suggested under "Budget" refer to major items of ex-
penditure. They may not be new expenditures; rather, they may be
supplies in stock, or they may be donations from participating or
contributing agencies/organizations, or they may be contributed ser-
vices;

Whether the items for recruitment_ strategies require expendi-
tures or not, it it suggested that itemized cost records be kept so
that the school_personnel can be made aware-of the real costs of de-
signing and implementing_a strategy. This_iti:ormation is especially
useful when evaluating the effectiveness of the strategy.

Listing of Strategies

The tttles of the strategies that follow are:
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Recruitment Strategies:

r en Communication with the Public

Advertising

Mobile Resource Center on Vocational Opportunities

Poster Campaign

Directory of Community Resources for Recruitment

On-Campus High School Days

Career Fairs

Media Workshop

Workshops - -Forum on Nontraditional Recruitment and Training

Informational Workshop for Potential Referral Agencies

Seminar to Build Lizikages between the School and the Business,
Industry; and Labor Sections

Informational Support Services for Women and the Disadvantaged

Counseling Strategies:

"Student Equity" Workshop for In-House Faculty

Equity_Workshop for Local Business and Industry Representatives,
Guidance Personnel and Administrators; and Community
Professionals

Parent Awareness Workshop

Counselor/Instructor Brown-Bag Rap

Insuring Equal Treatment of the Sexes in Vocational Orientation
Materials

Insuring Equal Treatment of the Sexes in Vocational Testing
and ASsessment

Career Exploration Lab

Support and Training Workshop for Nontraditional Students
Adjusting to Vocational Education Programs
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Support Groups for Nontraditional Students

"Classic" Student Support Program

The Open-Door Policy

and v:'re-trainies:

Establishing an Individualized Manpower Training System (UM)

Remedial Training through an Individualized Manpower Training
System

Program Terminology and Equipment Orientation Package

"Break-in" Classes

Structured Tutoring System

Work Ekploration LAS

Trainiag Workshops for Instructors

Advisory Committee for Curriculum Review

MiniMizing Race_ald Sex Bias in the Occurrence afid fffects of
Instructional Materials

Competency-based Instruction

Fitoci-class Modules

Simulating Work COnditions

Tours and Field Trips

Work Experience

Placement Strateatcs:

Obtaining a Comput2r Listing of AvnllAble Local Jobs

AL Instructional Module for Managemeo4; and Uriion Relarionships

Wcricing with Recruiters from Local Busiesses

Employability Skills Handbook
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An Instructional Mbdule on Prepa.ng Application Forms

PrOViding Students with Interview Skills

1IZT.CZ-Vr1.1C1rS

Critiquing Interviews

Interviews with Role Models

Follow-up Strategies:

Senior Exit Survey

Student Information Records System

Collection of Data through Follow-up QueStionnairis/Surveys

Supportive Counseling after Placement on the Job
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Introduction

The primary focus of this manual is to provide assistance to
h,:hool personnel in their attempts to retain nontraditional students
in vocational education. Keeping nontraditional students in these
programs assumes that they are enrolled. A large percentage of the
schOols are getting students to enroll in programs that are con-
sidered to be nontraditional. This section of the manual is provided
especially for use by school personnel in districts that have not
been highly successful in gettiiz nontraitional_enrollments. How-
ever; it is also anticipated that personnel in districts that have
!,,en highly successful in attracting nontraditional enrollments may
wish to add to their repertoire of activities used to recruit these
students into vocational programs. If sufficient recruitment strate-
gies have been developedi the reader may wish to skip to strategies
that are designed to assist in getting nontraditional students to
remain in their selected nontraditional vocational programs.

Activities that are reported_to be successful iw recruiting
:iLtIji!nts into- nontraditional vocational programs are those that open
Amt ar more of a variety of communication channels; The methods
that can he used to open or improve communication with the public
are many mud varied. !Lilly of the available channels of communication
are being used by school personnel to communicate about many thin
with the various audiences. Thus, at the outseti it maybe wise to
ask- -what is being communicated about the desirability of students
enrolling in vocational programs that would be considered to be nmn-
traditional? If the answer is nothing, or the traditional images
are being projectedi then efforts should by made to change the status
(lilt).

The strategies in this section of the manual include -ideas for
irTring written communication, such as advertisements and posters;
t.io-to-face contact with one or more of the publics, such as by use
1 _a r,obile_resourcecenter, building- linkages with business/industry,

,..ireer fairs; and training for school personnel or other agencies
improve knowledge and awareness of how to communicate more effec-

tively with the public that vocational education programs sroavailable
(or all; such as media workshops and workshops for personnel in

referral agencies;



OPEN COMMUNICATION WI THE PUBLIC

OBJECTIVE: To give the public easy access to information about vocational education

programs .

DESCRIPTION: Providing accurate, hcipful vocational education information to potential

students should be a top priority for any vocational institution. However,

many potential students, especially nontraditional or disadvantaged students,

can easily be put off by bureaucratic "red tape" often encountered when try-

ing to obtain information about educational programs. The focus of this

strategy is to provide any individual, but_especially potential nontradi-

tional and disadvantaged students, with information regarding the vocational

programs and resources which exist to help them.

There are many different communication mechanisms that personnel in a voca-

tional institution can use to provide the public with easy access to voca-

tional information. The type of mechanism selected will he dictated by the

resources of the institution and the needs of the local population. One

excellent communication sechantim is a telt0hone ¶ót line." The availability

of a telephone service stafferby informed persons can directly provide the

vocational information desired in a quick, efficient manner and omit much

bureaucratic red tape. Likewise, the availability of a telephone number to

call at night for information about vocational programs can provide informa-

tion to working individuals who could not otherwise obtain thie information.

Other communication mechanisms may include an on-campus walk-in service; one-

day revolving information centers at malli, grocery stores, health facilities,

and other locales frequented by the target population; community group liaisons;

or vocational newslettersi Any of the selected communication mechanises should

be staffed by individuals who are very knowledgeable about the institution's

programs and resources. Both male and female personnel should be available as

contact persons to answer questions for people interested in_getting into voca-

tonal programs; Well7trained student volunteersmay be used to ht4p thole

who wish vocational information and may additionally serve as excellent role

3'



models to disadvantaged and toncraditiccal students. Once the particular

cozmunication mechanisms have heendetermined, their existence should be

well publicized. Billboard companies, newspapers, and television stations

often will provide free public service announcements regarding the existence

of vocational services available to minority and disadvantaged populations.

1. Organize a small =mime with representation from the guidance or

career counseling offices, faculty of programs recruiting nontraditional

or disadvantaged students, administration, and organizations represent-

ing nontraditional and minority organizations on campus.

2. Determine the types of communication sechanisms that will best seet the

needs of the institution and specific target populations.

3. determine the activities required to put thl: communicatiln s halms

into operation and the activities required to publicize the steuce

of the coumunication sechinitii.

Delineate responsibility for conducting the necessary activities.

5. Obtain administrative persission for putting the plan into effect.

Conduct the desivated activities;

7. Have a follov-up meeting to determine progress and if any revisisions in

the plan are necessary.

Committee personnel

Communication/staff personnel

Materials and operating cost of communicatbon mechanisms.

Publicity coati



3. Staff personnel costs.

Have staff personnel keep strict tabulations of the numbers of individuals,

including nontraditional and disadvantaged; using the communication service;

where these individuals heard about the service; whether or not they entered

a vocational training program as a result; and suggestions for service im-

provement. Make the_suggested improvements when possible. After six months,

conduct a cost-benefit analysis to determine if the service warrants continus.

t ion.



TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

ADVERTISING

1. To keep the vocational
programs of the school tu the public eye;

2. To make the community aware of nontraditional
vocational training_and

occupational opportunities through the use of attractive visual dilays.

ESCEIPTIOS: The activity can be implemente4 in collaboration with the management of malls,
supermarkets, or chain stores. Most of these commercial

establishments de-
velop themes during the year, one of which usually is the "back-to-school"
these before the fall opening of daises.

The school nay negotiate with the commercial establishments' managers to put
up a display in the lobby, in a vacant stall, or In any other strategic lo-
cation within the complex. The display should feature men and loosen of var-
ious ages and raceq working or training in jobs that are nontriditional for
their sexes. The display will also have ; capsulized desciiption of what
the program offers and some "catchy" statistics oa labor alike demand in
the area, salary ranges, women's

participation rate in certain oc;bzational
groupings, etc. Several alternate diapliyi aid can be rotate 6 over a pe-
riod of tine should be prepared.

The school could use whatever resources it has, in both materials and_volun-
teer services, to create the dliplays, Or it could have a commercial firm
execute the advertising_ concepts. Contributions from community organizations
and commercial establishments in the community can be solicited to help defray
the costs of the second approach.

Although the displays
are specifically created for the shopping malls, they

can be used over and over again for almost any type of recruitment or romo-
tional campaign. This is an 1portant consideration when deciding to invest
in professionally designed and constructed*displays.



PROCEDURE:

The same objectives can be achieved through more modest advertising strate-

gies. Some of the bigger companies have permanent ad spaces in the local

papers_and could be persuaded to "loan" these spaces(as a tax write-off) to

the school during its advertising campaign.

Aside from the mai information about the programs offered by the school- -

the ad copy may also include placement rates, testimonials from students or

employers_otnontraditional workers-ziLshould_project-institutional-contit-------

meat to enrolling both sexes in nontraditional programs.

1. Organize committee. Because of the nature of the streegy, leadership

could reside in any of the programs in the vi_., arts department, with

representatives from the vocational training progr.: which want to ad-

vertise tl'eir offerings and from community organizat ns and the local

Chamber of Commerce;

Participating program representatives are asked to submit a description

of the display concept and text.

3. Committee develops plan for the advertising campaign, coordinates dis-

play concepts and determines cost requirements; Professional advertis-

ing consultants may be used.

Committoe decides whether construction of displays will be contracted

to outside parties or done by the school.

5. Maintenance personnel constructs crates to store and transport the

displays.

PERSONNEL: Committee members with representatives`from the groups suggested in

No. 1 of the Procedure.

2, Visual arts consultant.



3. Personnel to build the crates and to construct the displays; if desired.

UDGET: 1. Honorarium for visual arts consultant.

2 Construction supplies;

3. Possible overtime pay.

4. Fie for construction of displays.

EVALUATION: The general method of determining whether advertising_ttrattgies ace_ reaching

the target audience is to include an item it the application or enrollment

form as to where the applicant learned about the program offiringi



TITLE: MOBILE RESOURCE CENTER ON VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

OBJECTIVE: To provide a mobile resource center on nontraditional vocational education

opportunities for use in the varLous recruitment and informational campaigns.

DESCRIPTION: A van can be outfitted with such materials as brochures, college catalogs,

vocational guidebooks, vocational program descriptions, books and'articles

on nontraditional vocational training programs and occupational opportuni-

ties, posters, games, campus newslecters, and audiovisual, materials. The

van also should be equipped with video cassette and tape recorders, folding

chairs, and desks

PROCEDURES:

The van can be used in conjunction with the registration of high school

stWents, with career days, visitations of high schools, and for presenta-

tions to community groups. The van can function not only as a traveling

resource center for nontraditional vocational training materials, but as

a place for small informational prasentations if a regular classroom or

auditorium is not available; Interested parties can walk into the van

and browse, check out Looks, games, etc. and use them within a catain

vicinity. The van should have at least two staff persons who can answer

questions, show films, check out books, etc. Any person who met the

resources of the van should sign a registry book and indicate the materials

used or the service acguirid.

1. Conduct an organizational meeting of the selected committee. The com-

mittee should have representatives from offices currently involved in

recruitment and other promotional activities, minority student groups

on campus, and one or two community organizations, Explain the concept

behind the mobile resource center, identify tasks, and give assignments.

2. Identify possible donors of a van or a vehicle in the school's car

pool which can be used for purposes of this activity.

Review current recruitment and other promotional campaigns of the



school and identify target audiences to determine the type of infor-

matimnal materials which should be kept in the van,

Write or visit ,Alternative publisher, for book donations, office

supply donations, andfor for giveaways like pencils, markers, etc.

5. Determine layout of_materials in the van. Determine color schemei

decor, slogans, if desired.

Assemble all printed and audiovisual materialsi Prepare an inventory

of all the materials in the van;

Coordinate all recruitment and promotional campaigns, and develop a

master schedule for the use of the van.

8. Schedule regular inventory and maintenance check-ups of the van.

9. Prepare press releases on the inaugural run of the van. The press

release should acknowledge the contributions of various groups,

especially the contributions of students.

PERSONNEL: 1. A four-to-five person steering committee, with representatives from

the groups suggested in No. 1 of the Procedures section.

2. Volunteers from the auto body repair, painting, and carpentry classes

to refurbish the van, install cabinets, etc.

Volunteers from the faculty_ and staff to assist in identifying and

approaching possible contributors or donors.

The staff who will man the mobile resource center will come from

the office or program which is handling the recruiting cr the infor-

mational campaigni



MET:

EVALUATION:

Materials for painting; repairs; body work; cabinets; and The like

to convert the van into a mobile resource center (the van may be

donated from other sources, or be one which is already in the school's

car pool; labor is volunteer service or the work of students for their

respective classes).

Transportation costs for contacting possible donors and contributors.

Postage.

4. Printing costs of new materials (if needed).

Tabulate entries in the registry for materials and services frequently

used.

Compare the costs of outfitting and maintaining the mobile van to:

a) Extent of outreach; and

b) Rate of utilization by recruitment committees or teams.



TITLE: POSTER CAMPAIGN

OBJECTIVE: To make women in the cummunity aware that a previously male-intensive

program is now actively recruiting womem.

DESCRIPTION: A poster campaign is he;pful in calling attention to the fact that an

institution is committed to attracting females into previously male-

intensive programs, like auto body mechanics, aviation maintenance,

and plumbing. The poster(s) will show representations of women and

minorities performing jobs for which the vocational training program

is offered, a "catchy" slogan which the faculty committee or the cur-

rent students in the program have coined, basic facts about the pro-

gram, and the names, offices, and phone numbers of contact persons.

The poster may also include a packet of mail-barA Odecards for those

requesting additional information about the promos

PROCEDURES:

The committee in charge of this campaign should ideal-ft the specific

target populations of this stratenin order to determine the places

frequented by those populations. These places will be the sites for

the poste.

The mail-back postcards contain information on the respondent's name,

address; sex, age; program in which interested i and where the poster

was seen.

1. Organize a small committee, with representatives from the faculty

of the programs actively recruiting women, the guidance or career

counseling offices, current nontraditional students and minority

organizations on campus.

2. Determine theme of posters; graphics, color scheme.

3. Formulate a catchy slogan.



Print the poster.

5, Determine target populations, where posters will be Jocated, and

how posters will be distributed.

Secure the necessary permission from the establishments where posters

will be displayed.

7. Assign contact persons who will answer calls, entertain walk-ins,

send additional information through the mail, and refer calls to

specific program personnel.

8. Formulate answers to standard questions.

Contact persona should tabulate the number of calls and returned

postcards received, according to_sex and age,_where_the poster was

found; the contact persons can also keep track of the questions

most commonly asked.

PERSONNEL: Committee members representing the groups silgested in the procedures.

(See No. 1, Procedures section.)

2, Contact persons_who will work in shifts to answer callers, send out

information, tabulate responses, etc. The contact persons can be .

committee members, volunteer faculty members, or any other personnel

who already may be performing similar functions.

BUDGET ITEMS: 1. Materials and printing costs.

Refreshments for organizational and follow-up meetings.

Return postage for postcards.

4, Transportation for those who will distribute posters in the community.



Compile information found in the returned postcards to identify the age group

and places being rearled by the campaign. Keep track of the questions being

asked by walk-ins and callers. This might be a clue as to whatinformation_

should be included on the poster if the campaign is repeated._ Keep track of

the number of people who responded to the campaign who actually enrolled.
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TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

DESCRIPTIOt:

PROCEDURES:

DIRECTORY OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR RECRUITMENT*

1. Ti identify potential referral agencies and resource bases in the

community for recruitment aOivities.

2: To initiate a system of linkages between the school and other gov-

ernmental agencies, community organizations, apprenticeship groups,

and local business and industryi

The strategy basically consists of fielding a questionnaire to the various

agencies, organizations° and business and commercial establishments in the

cormtaity to find out whether they are willing to assist the school in any

of its recruitment projects. A number of ways by which an agency or

organization can assist the school is listed, and the respondent simply

checks the item that apply to his organization or agency. The output of

this strategy is a directory of community resources for recruitment. This

strategy will also facilitate the building of linkages between the school

and community organizations, agencies, and industrial/commercial sectors;

1, Organize a small vorking committee for this strategy. The committee

could include, among others, a public relations person, a rerson who

writes weLl, and one with some experience with questionnaire design

And construction.

2. Prepare a brief write up or description cf the various recruitment

programs or campaigns of the school. Highlight the fact that the

school is committed to enrolling both males and females in =tradi-

tional vocattonal education programs and to recruiting disadvantaged

students.

3. Prepare a cover letter stating the school's intent to identify gov-

ernmental age:cies, educational institutions, community organizations,

apprenticeship groups, business and industrial establishments tor the

recruitment activities of the school.

*Adapted from the SET program of St. Petersburg Vocational-Technical Inttitdte.



Design a questionnaire; Get information on the following:

a) Name of respondent,

b) Job title and department,

c) Address and phone number;

d) A brief description of the purpose or activities of the
organization or agency.

e) A list of the various ways by which an organization_ can
participate in the recruitment activities of the school_.

For example:

Refer clientele to school;

Arrange for school recruitment team to make a presentation
to their Clientele or students;

Give material contributions; e.g:; cash donations for

apecific projects; ad space in the newspapers; give-
aways, use of facilities, loan of equipment;

Provide .2chnical assistance,_e.g., lectures, demon-

str Ions, consultant services;

Allow the display of recruitment materials in office;

Donate air time;

Underwrite the production of radio or television recruit-
ment 'specials ";



PERSONNEL:

MIDGET:

Allow student, parent, faculty observation of plants, offices,

etc;;

Allow students to job-shadow employees;

Put the school on the company/orgonization mailing list;

0 Serve on advisory or other similar committees;

6 Serve on the school's recruiting team;

0 Print pertinent information about the school in the company

organization's newsletter.

Send out questionnaires.

g) Follow up on those who have responded favorably with a phone

call or visit to explain what is involved in the task for

vhich they have volunteered.

h) Tabulate responses.

0 Using the responses from the questionnaire, make a directory

of resource persons/agencies showing the corresponding services

they are willing to contribute;

j) Update and "weed out" outdated entries in directory from time

to time.

A committee o f t hree, consisting of s public relations person, a writer.

and one with questionnaire design experience.

1. Cost of printing questionnaire.



EVALUATION:

Postage

3. Transportation for follow-up visits.

There are several measurable results of this strategy which an evaluation

design could address: increase in the number of referrals made by out-

side agencies, participation rate of external agencies in school recruit-

ment activities, extent of outreach, increase in the public exposure of

the school. It would be helpful to compile statistics from all evaluation

efforts.



ON-CAMPUS HICM SCHOOL DAYS

1. To provide high school seniors with information on and exposure to

nontraditional vocational education programs.

To provide high school seniors with the opportunity t to interact

with role models.

Seniors from the various high schools in the county are invited to tome
to the area vocational school or the community college campus for a day-
long series of activities.

Activities include orientation talks on nontraditional vocations! education

programs, observation tours of laboratoriesi workshops and classes with non-

traditional enrollment; showing of films and other sudiovisusl_materiali,

and an open forum, during which instructors, counselors and other resource

persons can answer questions posed by the students.

At the end of the day, student participants should fill out

forms and evaluation forms.

1: Orgsnite-a-committeelwith members from the offices which handle-recrultu---

sent, e.g., guidaace and Accupationsl counseling offices, the various

vocational programs.

Identify activities and prepare a schedule.

3: Contact nontraditional workers and current_studeds to act as guides

and resource persons. Sign up volunteers for other activities.

4. Conduct an orientation meeting for the guides and volunteers-.

5. Inform principals and counselors of "feeder" schools sbatt schtdult

and activities;



6. 5end out flyers to remind students about the activity.

7; Prepare a simple evaluation form on which students can rate the

various activities_and features of the program, for instance,

the use of "guides", according to how informative or helpful they

have been to them. Solicit suggestions as well.

PERSONNEL: 1. Committee members

Student and adult guides.

Faculty, staff, and student volunteers to be assigned to specific

activities, e.g., to show films, serve as resource persons, and

operate the food stalls,

BUDGET: Transportation for students to and front their respective schools.

2. Refreshments and lunch for the students,

3. ftterials, such as folders, program handouts, etc.

Printing costs,

EVALUATION: Using a questionnaire, ask the students to evaluate how effective

and/or informative the activities have been.

Tabulate the number of pre-registration forms submitted, and compare

with the number of students who actually enroll in programs.



TLE: CAREER FAIRS

BJECTIVES: 1. To make potential vocational education enrollees and their parents aware
of opportunities in nontraditional vocational education programs;

2. To strengthen linkages between the school and the business, industry,
labor, and apprenticeship groups;

3. To provide potential vocational education enrollees with accurate in-
formation about occupational opportunities in the training areas in which
they are interested.

DESCRIPTION: The target audience of this activity includes potential vocational education
enrollees and their parents.

The different vocational education programs put up attractive booths featur-

ing the products of students from the program. Other booths can provide live

demonstrations of skills learned from the_program,_such_as simple fender re-
pairs, food preparation, how to put up wallpaper, health-related skills.

Mini-workshps equipped with tools for "hands-on" practice may also be made
available;

Slide-tape presentations, featuring nontraditional vocational training pro-
grams and _occupations, are presented on the hour in various locations such

as the school cafeteria, the Resource Center, the guidance offices, etc. The
audioviival mattrisls for this activity can be bought, borrowed, or produced
especially for this purpose.

An important feature of the career fair is the Information Booth which should

be located in a strategic place.. The information Booth personnel will male

arrangements for advisement _appointments with faculty members; occupational
and guidance counselors, and other school personnel for students andfor pat
ents who want more information about specific vocational training programs.

Pre-registration forms should also be available in this booth.



Business and commercial establishments, labor and apprenticeship programs

are also invited to put up their, own displays, which shD414 highlight

various career options for people who get into vocational training programs.

A vocational education handbook and a career fair_guide may be prepared

and given to all participalts; the handbook should contain a description

of he various training programs (program objectives,_content, prerequi-

sites, if any). The career fair guide, on the other hand, contains the

program of activities and a map of tbe campus.

The career fair, like many recruitment activities, relies heavily on the

participation and the contribution local businesses and industrial estab-

lishments, the media, and the community ar large can provide. A lot of

attention should be given to developing and nurturing linkages with these

various groups.

1. Organize steering committee. The steering committee should have repre-

sentatives from the faculty and administration groups; nontraditional

student and minority groups on campus, the local media, and from the

business; industry; labor and apprenticeship groups.

Conduct_kick7off meeting. Present general program, identify activities

and tasks; give assignments, and prepare a master schedule.

Invite personnel from all vocational education programs who_vent to

participate in the career fair to prepare a description of their booth

and a budget estimate; Aside from a demonstration booth, the He

Economics/Food Preparation and other similar programs may be invited

to put up food stalls. Provide all_ participating departments and of-

fices with a simple program budget format.

Consolidate budgets. Make a master list of all materials and services

needed for the fair; Identify possib1e donors or contributors; Prepare

initial costing.



Write, and later visit, potential donors and participating organizations

and offices. Bring along a brief proposal containing a description of

the career fair, Oar the agency/office/commercial, industrial establish-

ment would "get" out of participating in the activity, and the type of

contribution required from them.

6. Write follow-up letters.

Prepare a press kit for the local media. The kit should contain copies

of press releases and texts for 3G- second television and radio spots

and copies of other promotional materials.

8. Send out invitations to parents and students through the schools.

Set up booths and exhibits.

10. Provide each booth with a mimeographed visitors' registry for names and

comments.

11. After the fair, prepare the agenda for an evaluative meeting.

12. Prepare a final report on the acltvity and provide copies o f t his re-

port to the office of the school's chief administrator and to all Igen-

ciesiestablis.ents which have participated in the fair;

PERSONNEL: 1. Steering committee members et.Ithrepresentatives from the groups suggested

in the Procedures section of this strategy.

Volunteers to provide assistance in the following areas:

design and construction of booths;

secretarial and other documentation services;

production of promotional materials, e.g., flyers, posters,

and vocational education guide.



manning the bootts during the fair itself;

setting up of audiovisual equipment; and

clean-up after fair.

Fair guides.

1. Supplies; like paper for guides and handbooks; flyers; and posters

Printing, mimeographing, other copying expenses.

Postage.

Refreshments for organizational meeting;

5. Construction or rental costs of booth.

Possible overtime pay for miinterance staff; secretarial services.

7. Purchase/rental of equipment, tools.

$. Rental of plants/other decor;

Prepare for a committee meeting to review the following aspects of the

activity:

1. Perceptions on the attainment/non-attainment of the

activity's objectivesi

2. Planning processes,

Participation of community organizations;

Attendance of target audience,
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5 Media coverage,

6. Quality of booths, displays and other presentations;

7. Scheduling,

8. Budget, and

Recommendations, including formation of an interim
committee which will start the groundwork for next
year's fair.



MEDIA woRlaoP

1. To present participants with effective methods of promoting non-

traditional training programs through the use of press releases,

brochures, flyers, newspaper ads, public service announcements for

radio and/or television, and similar promotional tactics.

To give participants the opportunity to produce "saleable" media

products under the supervision of media consu3tantz or sesouzce

persons;

One of the strategies for nontraditional reauitttnt repeatedly motioned

in the literature is to keep the school in the 'public eye." One way of

doing this is to keep the public informed Oh the school's various activi-

ties and programs. Newspapers; radioi and television should be supplied

with regular information about these activities.

Since the recruitment strategies for nontraditional training programs have

such widely divergent audiences, the preparation of_public relations

materials bar recruitment purposes requires a certain amount of skill. Not

all schools may be able to avail themselves of the services of a media

consultant; This seminar-workshop, thereiorei will help school personnel

and some advanced students to prepare public relations materials with some

degree of professionalism and comsequentlyi enhance the recruitment of

nontraditional students.

The seminar-workshop will cover the preparation of press kits, writing of

press releases, radio and television spots, layout of advertisements,

conducting press conferences; preparing simple visual displays; or,

Participants in the seminar will be school personnel and representatives

from the various studen,. organizations. Speakers and resource persons

will come from the local newspapers (seek out minority papers, in par-

ticular), radio and television stations (both public amitcemercial),

and advertising agencies.
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The committee first should survey the needs in the area of public relations

material preparation to determine topic and skill coverage. If there cur-

rently are varyihg degrees of competence in the area, the lectures, work-

shops, and/or demonstrations can be divided into beginnin9 and :vane (

sessions. The sessions also nay be held simultaneously, because some par- \

ticipents might_not want to sit through all sessions and prefer to work

on specific media projects.

1. Organize a workshop committee consisting of one administrator, two

recruitment counselors, and a media relations specialist. Prepare a

list of tasks, assignments, and tentative schedules;

2. Conduct a needs survey. A simple questionnaire may be formulated for

this purpose. Prospective participants are 4:AA to check which topic

or skill they want covered in the workihop and what kind of previous

training or experience they have had in the area. Inquire also about

current projects which require the production of public relations

materials which they might work on during the workshopi

3. Tibulate results. Prepare a program of activities; Finalize the

chedule.

Prepare a list of speakers, resource persons, and their alternates;

5. Invite and personally meet with speakers and resource persons. Present

a shcvrt description of the program and schedule.

6. Prepare a list of participInts and send out letters of invitation.

Assemble materials for the workahop, such as supplies; articles, and

equipment.

Reserve classrooms to be used for lectures and demonstrations.

9. Prepare a press release announcing the activity.
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10. Formulate a simple evaluation questionnaire;

PERS=EL: 1. Cori t tee members.

3_
4.

-_----- --.----
aArLD, 1.=119111J4cV pCIZVUZ, and TAIZLI puzawIr alternates.

3. Volunteers to assist in setting up the meeting rooms, clean up, and

registration.

BUDGET: 1. Refreshments/meals for participants, speakers/resource persons, and

workshop staff.

Werials: workshop kits with name tags, writing paper, pencils,

supplies for constructing "damyw projects.

EVALUATION:

3. Certificates of appreciation to speakers and resource persons;

The evalation questionnaire should identify the various features and

activities of the vorkshop and ark participants to rate the activities'

effectiveness. The questionnaire also should solicit comments on how

to improve the activity, should it be held again. An administrator also

can monitor the quality of promotional and recruitment materials pro-

duced after the media workshop.



TITLE: WORKSHOPSFORUM ON NONTRAP1TIONAL RECRUITMENT AD TRAINING

DESCRIPTION:

1. To Irticul-te the roli- of vocational aucation in qualizing the

access of all students, regardless of sex, age or race, to training

and occupational opportunities;

2; To provide a for for an institution-vide discussion of issues

relating to sex equity in education and employment.

3. To provide the resources and structure for a review of institutional

recruitment, training, guidance, and placement practices and policies

as they relate to women, minorities; and disadvantaged peraons.

4; To assist school personnel to develop strategies and activities to

increase the effectIvity of recruitment and improve the retention

of women and disadmntaged students in nontraditional vocational

training programs.

The success of many recruitment strategies is usually the result of an

underlying institutional awareness of and commitment to the importance

of redirecting recruitment and retention efforts towards disadvantaged

populations; The absence of any covert discrimination against women

and minorities, or against the limited-English-proficient, the finan-

cially or academically disadvantaged, can lull even the most well-meaning

administrator into accepting the status quo as satisfying the spirit of

the law. Unless th*rC is an understanding of how a combination of so-

cialization factors and some school and employment practice: contrive

to diminish the noses of certain populations to both training and occu-

pational opportunitiet, there will be little or rx impetus to ':hange

existing recruitment; instruction, counseling; or placement styles;

The following strategy is sugg.7.ed to raise the level of awareness of

all school personnel of sex-equity concerns, to provide information on

hot/ the socialization process acts to limit both training and occupational



choices of women and minority participation in the later force. The parti-

cipants are expected to use the information provided b the lectures to

review institutional and employment practices for sex fairness and to design

strategies weriume the recruitment Are rate rim of lisadvantaged popala-
tioms in vocational training programs;

The workshop-forum will have four major activities: lecture-demonstrations,

group discussions, workshop sessions, and plenary sessions. The lecture-

demonstrations are intended to provide the participants with new intonation

or new perspectives on how vocational education can assist in equalizing the

access of women, minorities, and other disadvantaged students to training

that leads to higher paying jobs; Topics can cover barriers to women's

entry into nontraditional jobse_the effects of socialization patterns on

career choices, err and minority puticipation in the labor market, an

overview of labor market demands, and vocational training opportunities.

The topics can be expanded to cover meat which have been identified u

critical information gaps by the participents. The speakers can be drawn

frum tho vocational education programa. from the local fiber of Commerce,

appreuticesbip groups, cmunit organizations working with women and

minorities, the Lepattment of Labor, and from local_universities which may

have done stUdies which bear or the topics suggested earlier;

Tie group discussions, on the otter hand. are meant to provide the partici-

pants with an opportunity to discuss the presentations and to share experi-

ences that are relevant to te it.ues raised duri the lectures. A set

of discussion guidelines will be prepared for this activity, and resource

persons from the various community organizations, agencies, apprenticeship,

bdsiness, and industry groups will be_present in each of the discussion

groups. To see to it that various points of view are reflected during

the discussion, it is suggested that Iroupingt be made representative of

the various sectors of the school: e.g., instruction, support services,

and guidance and counseling.



For purposes of the workshop sessions, however, it is suggested that

participants be grouped according to the functions they perform, i.e.,

all the counselors will be put in one group, all instructors of the

same department in another, etc. The reason for this kind of grouping

will become obvious from the purposes of the workshops. The purposes

are:

1. To review the policies, practices, and school o;erations, oat only

for sex fairness, but for the ability to meet the needs of dis-

advantaged students, The faculty members review instruction policies

and practices, the guidance and counseling personnel review guidance

testing policies and procedures, etc.

2; To formulate four to five major strategies appropriate for their

respective areas to assist in the recruitment and retention of

disadvantaged students.

ruing the plenary sessions, each of the workshop groups will present a

summary of the analysis of their respective areas of operations and the

recruitment and retention strategies that the group has designed. School

administrators and representatives of the various participating agencies/

offices/organizations will to included during these presentations; These

representatives will be asked to pledge or commit a part of their resources

tti support the strategy of their choice.

The workshop-forum can be a one-shot activity, or it can be a component of

a continuing inservice program for which participants receive certificates

of completion which can go into their service files.

1; Organize the workshop-forum committee; Membership could be drawn

from the_faculty, guidance staff, support service_ office of the_

school, from community organizations, apprenticeship groupst_and

the local Chatter of Commerce. It is also suggested that officials

of the Department of Vocational Education and the Department of Labor

be invited to participate in the planning.



Condu,:t kick-off meeting. Present objectives of the activity and
'he general program. Break down activities into tasks which could
be assigned to_ subcommittees. Subcommittees would be needed to
work on the following areas: programs; invitations; documentation

(preparation of all handouts, taping of sessions, transcription of

reports, etc.), logistics; and evaluation;

3. Identify the functions or areas of responsibility of each subcom-
mittee;

4. Prepare a schedule of subcommittee meetings.

5. Recruit volunteers for subcommittee work. Each member of the workshop-
fort= committee choses a subcommittee in which to work;

6; Finalize topics and activities.

7. Finalize line-up of speakers; resource persons; recorders; facilitators;

etc.

8. Compile a list of participants; Se suretoinvite observers from the
participating community organizations and the local agencies.

Send out invitations to the speakers, resource persons, etc. State the

purpoLe of the activity, coverage of the topic to be discussed, and en-

close a copy of the schedule or program.

10. Schedule follow -up calls and visits.

11. Assemble materials for the wcrksh4-forum. In connection with this

procedurei_it_would be a good_ides to draw up a master list or check-

list of materials to be used for future similar activities.



12. Prepare press releases.

13. Draw an evaluation design. The committee coad decide what aspects

of the activity should be evaluated, and the subcommittee coulo work

out the design and the instruments to be used.

PERSONNEL: 1. Committee members, as described in the Procedures, No:

2. Volunteers for suttommittoe work (see Procedure No. 2).

BUDGET: 1. Certificates of appreciation to speakers, resource persons, faciliti;

tors, vendors, participating agencies and organizations.

Supplies: note pads, pencils, name tags, a plastic folder or portfolio

with the school's logo in which to keep the handouts;

3. Copying services for the re! 'rating of articles.

Secretarial services.

5. Postage.

Transportation to personally transport speakers and other invited

guests.

7. Coffee for committee and subcommittee meetings: meals/refreshments

during the wor%shop.

EVALUATION: The evaluation design could address the fo owing aspects:

1. The adequacy of the planning process;

2. Scheduling of activities,



Choice and coverage of lecture topics,

4; Effectiveness of speakers and resource persons;

5. Effectiveness of activities (workshops, plenary sessions, etc.),

6. Usefulness of handout.:.

7; Quality of support services, and

8. Achievement of stated objectives.

The evaluation also could solicit comments on how the activity could be

improved if repeated, what topics should be covered,etc. The administra-

tors; on the other hiddi may look at the outputs of the werkshop-form e;g;.;

the quality of the proposed atrateglee and the types of activities to deter-

mine which ones merit continued support.



INFORMATIONAL WORKSHOP FOR POTENTIAL FFERRAL AGENCIES

I. To provide potential referral agencies with information on nontra-

ditional training programs and support services offered by the school;

2. To sensitize community organizations_ and other social service_ agencies

to the effects of sex-role stereotypes and other sex equity issues.

To make the community aware of the institution's cot itment to pro-

moting sex-fair educational practices.

The target audience of these vorkshops is the personnel of community or-

ganizations and social service agencies serving displaced homemakers,

battered wives, minority groups; _those involved in_rehabilitation and

other health delivery services; in short, potential referral agencies.

The expected output of the workshop is to have these organizations or

agencies help their clients consider training in nontraditional voca-

tional programs.

The format will consist of small group discussions, lectures; slide-film-

tape presentationsi open forums, etc. The workshop is -a broad brush ap-

proach to the problem of providing women with employable skills through

vocational training, especially in nontraditional programs. The presenta-

tions typically cover the following topics: overview of women's partici-

patio in the Job market: legislation requirimg sex equity- vocational

training opportunities and support services in the school, and the like.

Local employers can be invited to talk about existing opportunities in

specific occupational areas, discuses what is required from women vorkitg

in male-intensive occupations; the issues of wages and promotions, etc.

Women who are already in these occupations (role models) can he invited

to talk about their experiences, both during trains as and at 14)6
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The culminatinl activity of the workshop is a tour of the facilities of the

school for vocational education training and observation of classes with

nontraditional enrollment.

The exact content and format of these workshops will be determined by the

unique needs of the community and the resources available to the school.

There are many available resources for use in these types of information

workshops. Resources range from printed lectures, tapes, transparencies,

and films.

I. organize a committee to plan the workshop. Got representatives from

those school offices or units which are regularly involved in some type

of recruitment activity; get representatives from select community

organizations, social, service agencies, and one or two from the business

sector,

Prepare the workshop program:

a; Identify issues to be addressed,

Identify topics and activities to cover these issues.

c. Prepare a list 4f speakers, resource persons, and their alternates.

d; Prepare a list of audiovisual, printed, and other materials to be

used (this would nude articles, program descriptions, and the

like),

0. Agree on a schOule.

f. Prepare a tentative budget and identify sources of funding for the

activity.

Prepare a list of assignments,



Compile a list of participating community organizations and social

service agencies.

Prepare letters of invitation, both to participants and to contributing

organizations.

5. Prepare a press kit and invite reporters to cover the activity.

6. Invite publishers who are involved in the production of sex-fair

instructional mater alt and the discussion of other sex equity is3ues

to put up a display or "browsing table" during the workshopi

Invite local employers who have employed women in male-intensive jobs

to make presentations;

Identify and approach commercial establishments with whom the school

does regular business for contributions to defray the costs of items

which may not be coveec.d by thi school budget, e.t.o refreshmente,

supplies, folders, writing tablets, pencils, etc. Some establishments

have promotional materials like T-shirts, pencils, bookmarks, etc.

Request these materials anA include them in the workshop packet

9. Prepare a file on all potential referral agencies. Information should

include: name of the contact person, activities conducted and/or ser-

vices provided by the agency or the orgnization, names of persons

referred to the school by the agency, outcome of referrals.

10. Prepare a simple evaluation questionnaire where participants ca-,

identify the workshop activity or feature which helped them the most;

include open-ended questions also and invite participants to provide

honest suggestions about improving Vle activity.

11i Send out thank you letters taparticipating organizations.

12. Have lectures:, transcribed andOsend one complete workshop kit to all

participating and contributinT agenciez



PERSONNEL: 1. Committee members suggested in the procedures.

BUDGET:

VALUATION

2. Tour guides (for the tour of the school facilities) and workshop per-

sonnel, like receptionists to take care of registration, facilitators,

rapporteurs, volunteers to transcribe Inures, and food servers.

3. Secretarial staff, for typing, mailing and collation of materials;

4, Technical staff, for taping sessions, setting up audiovisual equipment.

1. Printing and photocopying expenses.

2. Postage.

3; Supplies (not covert° by contributions), such as cosiette tapes, name

tags, folders, and writing mds.

4. Refreshments and lunch for all participants.

Gifts or small honoraria for speakers, resource persons, and student

tour guides.

Prepare a simple evaluation questionnaire where participants can rate the

effectiveness of various activities and cement on other aspects of the

workshop. The questionnaire can also invite comments on how the workshop

can be improved.

An important source of information which can be obtained from holding the

workshop is a file of dossiers on potential referral agencies, wherein

the referrals made by these agencies and the outcome of referrals can be

tabulated.



TITLE: SEMINAR ID BUILD LINKAGES BETWEEN THE SCHOOL AND THE BUSINESS, INDUSTRY,

OBJECTIVES:

DESCRIPTION:

AND LABOR SECTORs'

To facilitate the discussion of ways by which schools, business-1)

industry, and latw can_cooperatively_improve access to training and

enhance the retention of disadvantaged students in jobs.

2. To formulate specific linkage strategies.

3. To foriulate a tentative calendar of linkage activities.

To identify the persons who will serve as liaison personnel in each

q institution involved in the linkage.

Most meruitment strategies require the partiaon of business, industry,

and labor. A sustained and continuing linkar t7411,4een the school on one

hand, and tho business-industry-labor secto-, r the other, is, of course,

preferable to exterding occasional invitations to the latter to participate

in variCi" school activities;

The follbwing strategy is suggeLted as an initial activity to establish a

more structured, or formal, linkage between the schoo1 and the 44siness-_

industry-labor groups; The seminar is composed of the follci.i4

1; Panel discussion among the represeatatives of the vocational

education sector (state orlbcalschool administratbrOi

business, industry, and labor. The panelists will address

the issue of how each_sector perceives its role_in improving

access to training and enhancing the job retention of dis-

advantaged students.

Reactions to the panel presentations to be given by selected

representatives of the faculty, student and other minority

groups, perents, mature returning students, etc.



Develop a plan for conducting the linkage strategies.

5. Conduct linkage strategies.

Organize committee; Since the activity will involve possible high=

level negotiations,_ or policrlaking, or policy interpretation, it

is suggested that the chief administrator of the school be chairman

of the committee. The rest of the members can be drawn from the

ranks of the department heads; and from the representatives of busi-

ness; labor; and industry;

The school hosts a luncheon kick-off fleeting, itresents activity

concept, proposes tasks, assignments. A tentative budget also should

be drawn; and the members of the committee are asked to pledge the

contributions of resources.

Conduct follow-up meetings; The subsequent meetings can be alter-

nately hosted by the other committee members. Finalize program of

activities, agree on site and schedule.

Draw a liae-up of participants and media persons to be invited.

5, Make the necessary reservations.

6. Send out letters of invitation, progroe, press rdeasas.

7. Identify panelists, reactors; Personally invite thez to paractu

8. Assemble materials for the miner.

9. Conduct the seminar.

1. Committee members to work on the planning; implementation; and

monitoring of the activities.
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2. Panelists ane reactors.

Media resource center personnel to videotape proceedings.

Volunteers (from the faculty, staff and students) to assist

in the registration, secretarial and documentation job&

BUDGET: 1. Postage

EVALUATION:

2. Rentals, if the activity is held outside of the school, as in

a hotel or restaurant.

Supplies, Including video cassette tapes.

4. Refreshments and meals.

5; Decor;

Monitor the participation of business, industry, and labor in recruitment;

and other activities. compare rate of participation before and after

linkage was in,uateo.
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TITLE: INFORMATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES FOR WOMEN AND THE DISADVANTAGED

OBJECTIVE: To inform disadvantaged _students and women in transition _about resources

which they can use to address their specific training and adjustment needs.

DESCRIPTION: The occupational specialist and/or program Latructors could organize sem-

inars and workshops which are designed to inform disadvantaged students and

women in transition About where they can get assistance for specific_train-

ing and employment-related needs. Instead of holding these seminars /work-

shops on campus, it may be more beneficial if they could be offered at_a

location in the students' own comunity. It may be possible to schedule

spate in a church or community center, community room of a local bank, or

$n the conference room of the publi-c library. By holding the seminar out

in the community, it may make it easier for some students to find baby-

sitting services, or a volunteer could be found to provide that service at

the seminar site. These seminars could address such topics as: changing

roles of women, exploring nontraditional career options, returl:Ang to school,

job placement/advancement, And how to plan the time for work as well as fam-

ily activities,

1. Organize .a committee composed of an occupational specialist, a guidance

counselor, and an instructor to plan the types of workshops or seminars

to be offered;

Decide on the location of the seminar.

3. Prepare schedule of seminars and make the necessary reservations

Prepare line-up of speakers;

5; Prepare brochures to announce the seminar; brochures should include:

topic, location, cost, time, and dates.

Assemble materials to be given as handouts.



Determine if child care is needed and provide if necessary.

PEfSONNEL: 1. Committee composed of occupational specialist, guidance counselor;

and instructor.

BUDGET:

EVALUATION:

Secretarial services.

Volunteer to provide child care.

1. Rental of space if necessary.

2. Preparation and printing of brochures and handout materials;

3. Duplicating service for printing of brochures and handout materials.

Secretarial time for typing the brochures, as well as for mailing bro-

chures announcing the seminar.

5. Postage to mail the brochures.

1. Prepare an evaluation form to be used at the end of the seminar to

allow participants to give their impressious of the helpfulness of the

topic, cost of the seminar, locltioni and other services provided.

2. Hold a post-seminar committee meeting to discuss the results of the

evaluation forms;



Counseling Strategies

Introduction

Current changes in our society, such as the focus on occupa-

tional equity, dictate that counselors implement strategies to

overcome stereotyping in vocational education. Two general counseling

strategies that are traditionally used to help indiVidUalS Overcome

stereotypical bias include: 1) providing information regarding the
Wide range of occupations available, and 2) providing support to

indiVIdualt who -wish to enter these occupations. The purpose of thid

section is to offer -an array of strategies which will assist counse-

lors in performing information-giving and supportive functions for

nontraditional and disadvantaged students.

Estabt
School Administrators, vocational counselors, instructora,

busir.I.:ss and community leaders, comunity professionals, and parents

are key inaividuals who need to be educated regarding 1) occupational

equity and 2) the needs and abilities of nontraditional and disad-

vantaged students. The first four strategies in this section i;s1;i

1) "atudent equity worksbop for in-house staff; 2) equity Workshop

for local buainess and industry representatives, feeder high schml

guidance personnel, administrators* and community professionals; 3)

parent awareness workshop; and_ 4) counselor-instructorbrown-beg rap

are focused on setting a school and community nindset of occupational

equity Once educated* the community, including the business and

professional sectors, can provide nontraditional and disadvantaged

students with sex-fair information and a wide range of occup'tional

assistance

Providing Students Specific -Inforetation-are._Support

The next three counseling strategies contained in this section

are as folbowst 1) insuring equal treatment of thk. sexes in voca-

tional orientation materials, 2) insuring equal treatment of the sexes

in vocational testing and assessment, and 3) career exploration lab

focua on_providing accurate and sex-fair info:action to nontraditional

and disadvantaged students. These strategies arP aimed at proViding

students with information which will greatly assist them in selecting

vocational occupations baded on their personal interests and abilitiet,

rather than stereotypical criteria.

While many nontraditional and disadvantaged Students have the

abilities and interest to complete vocational training, personal fac-

bora may ..:reate barriers which often can seen insurmountable to the

student. The latt four strategies, i;e., 1) supoort and training

workshops for nontraditional educational programs, 2) support groups

for nontraditional students; 3) 'classic' student support program,

..and 4) the open -door policy, are strategies geared ward providing
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nontraditional and disadvantaged students with supportive counseling
during their vocational training._ While many _students do not need
this type of support, fOr othersit can mean the difference between
whether or not they complete trainiry.

In sum; the strategies contained in this section are geared
towrrd providing information and support to nontraditional and
disadvantaged students whose needs are radically different from
those of the rest_ofthe stwient population in vocational education
pr:,grams. Through the use of these strategies, nontraditional_and
disadvantaged students can receive maximal assistance in reducing
obstacles to occupational. equity.



TITLE: "STUDENT EQUITY" WORKSHOP POR IN-HOUSE FACUI71

OBJECTIVE: 7) assist counselors, instructmrs, and administrators in recognizing atereo-

typivi attitudes toward nontraditional and disadvantaged students, and to

develop some strategies for change.

DESCRIPTION:

PROCEDURE:

Many nontraditional and disadvantaged students are deterred from entering

vocational _programs because of misconceptions and stereotypical Chinking on

the plart_of adMinistrators and stiff. A student equity workshop can

develcAd to assist vocational personnel in overcoming their biases toward

nontraditional and disadvantaged students: The focus of this works

should be on calling attention to stereotypical thinking and student

inequalities, and in gaining assistance to chanv thinking abut stereo-

typing;

This woOshop should contain factual information and participant exercises

which create awareness of stereotypical thinklag and body language, stereo-

typinl occupational suggestions and stereotypdcal material on campus. The

workshop should also cortsin an underlying theme of 'now that a particular

bias has been discovered, how can we change?"

1. ormize a workshop committee comisting of a vocation l ,munselor, school

instructor, administrator, and nontraditional /disadvantaged student con-

sultant.

2; outlint the themes to be covered in the workshop: creating awareness of

societal 3nd persorel bias toward nontraditional and disadvantaged stu-

dents, the responsibility of vocational personnel in promotinq student

equality, identification of inadvertent school activities or policies

which deter nontraditional and disadvantaged students, identification cf

strategies for change, and eliciting institutional support for dames

Activites wLYich address these themes could includo the followin91

a. Cesip three role plays which describe a 'tyiical' stereotypical

intcraction between a pptential nontrwlitional and/or disadvantaged

&Wont and a) a counselor, b) an instractor, and c) an administratot.

Have the audience break _into small groups to discuss ways they right

inadvertently deter students.
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b. Use exercises or indexes which help the workshop attendees become

awia of their stereotypical ai.t:Ilto&. .Pak the participants to

identify insights they gained,

c; Show a film which e4allengel try beliefs regarding

nontraditional and dksadvwtora students i.t the labor force. Divide

the audience into groc?s /mid 21ave them discuss how personal, family,

and educational infleenzt.es hinder these students in [laining occupa-

tional evity.

d; Have a nontraditional speakers panel _consisting of three or four

nontraditional and disadvantaged stldents currently in occupational

tettings. Have them discuss the steps they took to achieve their

goals, what type of support was helpful, what additional types of

support they need. Allow time for audience questions and interaction.

e; Conduct a strategies session to list_ the necessary strategies for

change in your particular setting. Appoint committees to incorporate

the changes within the system. Plan a follow-up meeting.

3, Prepare written plans and objectives for the workshop.

Determine dates, time schedule, location, and potential participants;

5; meet with administration to present plans and discuss activities;

Secure workshop materials, i,e. awarenessemercise, role plays* nontradi-

r'rmal speakers, Tms, strategies--chalkboexd, etc.

Establish agebda.

8 Establish registration procedures;

Send Announcements and notify participants.

10. Precere name tags, secure audiovisual equipment, and double cher: k on Aetails.



PERSONNEL: 1. Committee members consisting or e school vocational counselor, instructor,

abinistrator, arc montraAtiorial/disedvantaged student consultant.

BUDGET:

2, workshop staff--Iwkshop speakers, persons who will administer materials

and operate media equipment;

3. Nontraditional spegea panel,

1. Staff, siommitteei and consultant ,Falaries,

2; Instructional material;

3. Film and equipment rent1 fees.

4i Refreshments,

EVALUATION: Have each person complete a short form evalustiN whether or not the strategy-

workshop objective was actieved. Compile the information and, if possible,

conduct suggested follow-up activities. Ccepile the "options for chime"

determined by the participants and present these to administration. Plan a

follow-up meeting to see that administration appoints individualsicommitttei

to make the necessary changes,



TITLE: EQUITY WORKSHOP FOR LOCAL BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES, GUIDANCE

PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATORS, AND COMMUNITY PROFESSIONALS

OBJECTIVE: To sensitize local business and industry representatives, high school

guidance personnel and administrators, and community professional:; to

recognize stereotypical attitudes toward nontraditiow,: disadvan-

taged students.

2. To assist participants to develop strategies for change.

DESCRIPTION: In order to effectively reduce bias against nontraditional and disadvantaged

students, cooperation from business and industry, guidance personnel, and

community professionals is essential. This workshop can be effective in both

reducilg stereotypical thinking and in gaining assistance from business and

indust4 for equity activities.

PROCEDURE:

The equity workshop can assist the above individuals in overooming their

biases toward nontraditional and disadvantaged students_and in developiag

some options for chang!. This workshop should contain factual information

and participant learning exercises which create awareness of guidance and

occupational practices'which deter students from achieving occupational

equity; Tice second underlying theme of this workshop should address "How

can we develop options fc. changing bias in our locale?"

1. Organize a workshop Committee consisting of a vocational counstlor, and

administrator, school guidance counselor, a business leader, and a non-

traditional/disadvantaged audent consultant.

Outline themes to be covered in the workshop. Some themes which can be

developed are: creating an awareness of vocational and industry bias

toward nontraditional and disadvantaged workers, the responsibility of

vocational and industry personnel in promoting occupational equality;

identification of inadvertent activities or policies yhich hinder

occupational equity; identification of strategies for change; and,

obtaining the necessary support for change.



Activities which might ad Tess these themes are as follows:

a. use exercises or indexes which help the workshop attendees become aware

of their stereotypical attitudes; Ask the participants to identify

insights they gained.

Show a slide preserfzation or videotape which challenges stereotypical

bias by illustrating nontraditional and disadvantaged students in

occupational settings. Divide the audience into groups and have them

discuss how educational and industrial biases hinder these students

in gaining occupational equity;

c. Have a nontraditional spe_akers_panel consisting of three_or four

former nontraditional and di..advantaged students currently in

occupational settings. Have them discuss the steps they to;( to

:c':ieve their goals, what type of support was helpful, what 3di=

tional types of support do they need. Allow time for aucIL:.ce ques-

tions, and interaction;

d. Conduct a strategies session to list the necessary strategies for

change in your particular setting. Appoint committees to design

plans to incorporate the suggested charges. Plan a follow-up meeting;

3 Prepare wri ieri plans and objectives for the worxshop.

4. Determine cates, time schedule; locationi and potential participants.

5. Meet with administration to discuss workshop plans and to obtain adminis-

tration support.

Secure workshop materials; e. . awareness exercises, slide/video presen-

tation, nontraditional panel, and strategies chialboard.

7. Establish the agenda;

8. Establish registration procecures.



Send announcNaents and ratify participants;

le. Prepare name tags, secure audiovisual equipment, and double-cheoA

details.

4- I

Committee members consisting of a vocational counselor, and administrator,

a high school guidance counselor, a business leader, and a nontraditional

disadvantned student consultant;

Workshop staffworkshop speakers, persons whc) will admicister materials,

and operate media equipment.

Nontraditional :peakers paneli

Staff; cvmmittee and consultant salaries;

2. Instructional materials,

film and equipment rental

4. Refreshments.

Have each person complete a short form evaluating whether or not the

strategy wothhop objective was achieved; Compile the information, and if

possible, conduct_suggested tallow-up activities._ Compile the 'options for

change" determined by the participants and present them to administration.

Plan a follow-op meeting to se,t, that administration appoints individuals/

committees to make the neces, changes.
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TITLE: AiikkENESS WORKSHOP

OBJECTIVE: To prwide parents with informa:ron about =traditional vocational programs

and activities to enable them to help theii children Take informed occupa-

tional decisions.

DRRIPTION: Research (Project Beacon, 197B)* indicates that both females and males rely

mare heavily on career advice from family members than from any other source.

This strategy should !Je helpful in calling attention to stereotypical notions

held by parents which may inadvertently create occupational barriers, This

trategy-ielps to .neutralize parental resistance and at the same time helps

to incr ase parental support of nontraditional occupations;

The wort hop should consist of a series of activities for parents of potential

or current nontraditional and disadvantaged students. Among the ,Acitkiti4t

may be group discussions, film or filmstrip presentations, and may use such

materials as attitudinal checklists, current and factual occupational informa-

tion materials, etc, As a result of this workshop, parents would understand

and, therefore, be more supportive of their child's occupational choice LA

may additionally be willing to volunteer in other support activities.

PROCEDCRE: 1. Organize a committee consisting of a vocational counselvz, school instruc-

tor, :Iministrator, and an interested parent,

2. Outline the themes to be covered in `:he workshop: create awareness of

how external forces such as personal, family, and social influences may

prevent individuals from selecting nontraditional careers; create aware-

ness of the curtLit societal char. 'es which are aiding nontraditional and

disadvantagee students in achieving occupational equity; present factual

information the realistic/economic importance of employlent; and describe

activities parents can do to specifically aid their chilecen in achieving

occupational eqt:ity.

Decide which activities address these themes. Possible activities are to:

*Project Beacon, State of V2ine, Department of Education lnd Cultural &ervices (August 1976);



a. tie exercises or indexes which help parents become aware* their_

..teretypic31 dttitUdt. Atk the participants to identify insights

they gained.

Tno _1 fill:: which challenges the stereotypical belLsfs regarding

nontltzonal and disadvantaged workers in the labor fz-Jrce. Divide

the j-.,.1*2nce into (i.roups and have eiem disca.;!-; how per coral; famly,

AA" i!F .

f111_anree .inAzw tmee rt -Er rtta in nmjnn upa-LF W iv -a 1.

c; Shcv a fil:,strip or videotape which challnges stereotypical biat by

illcastrat7ing nontraditional and disadvantaged workers in occupational

sttings; Allow time for questions from the audiencc.

1. Have a pane;,ccnsisti.ng of three or four fortmernontraditional and

disa&z:ntaged students currently in occupational settings. Have them

discuss the Eteps they took to achieve theirloals,_what type of

support from parents way helpful and what additicaal type of support

from parents they puld have liked. Allow time for questions fLom

the audience:

3. Prep ore writ en plans and obiectiven for the workshop;

4.; - ^r mime (urcell, tiff e schedl 1,-ati.:11, and i'low ;Jo contact potential

parLicipantai

with ai.cinotration to discuss workshop plans and

trati've support,

obtain adminis-

Secure workshop, materials. e..:.. aware less_ exercises: slide /video presenta-

tion, nont7-Aitional :),.4el, strategies, ch,lkboard.

De,-idt on the agenda.

8. Prepare publicity maLerials for media; tv.Jke posterianAouncements to to

placed in shopping malls, grocery stores, pablic library; and other key

locations.



Estah'ish registration procedures.

Send announcerents to notify participants;

11. Prepare name tags, secure rL:udinvisual lateria:z; and double-check

on details.

t'! L: 1. Committee members consisting of a vocational counselor, school Lnstnx-

tor, administrator, ane an interested parent.

Workshop staff77v:Akshop speakers, persons who will adminAter materials,

avid operate , .q4iprent.

Panel of r1..-.. ..lonal weAers.

BUDGET: Staffi committee, and conFultant salaries;

2. Instructional materialS.**

3, Film and equipent TeAtal fees.

4. Refreshments.

EVAUATIO: Have each parent co151(3tea short workshop evaluation form valuating whethe;

;;r .not the strategy workshp oh]ective was achieved; Umpi!e the information

possib.e0 conduct any suggested follow-up activities: Compile the

parent support strategies detelAintd by the participamts an3 rail these to thJ

parent particip,Ats,,

**Other Nrent Workshop materials may he obtJined from the National Center for REsearch in Vocational

Edration, flio State University. 1960 ',enny Road Columbus, OH 432A. Request Itlemiarob aPd

Dewelopment Series N021Z.



TITLE: COUNSEDOR/INSTRUCTOR BRO4T-BAG RAP

Ofari:VE: ) provide a regular meeting time and forum where co.astAors and instructors

can discuss the problems and needs of nontraditional and disadvantaged stu-

dents.

DESWPTE3N: Many times, counselors and instracroxs need aformalizedmeeting time to

exchange ideas and information c e;iscuss problemsrogarding nontraditional

and disadvantaged stOdents. Rost vocational school scidules do not for-

mally oontain this meeting time. The focus of the brown-bag rap strategy

is to establish a regular meeting time where instructors and counselors can

(1) put their heads together to deal with specific problems of nontraditional

and disadvantaged students, and (2) provide a forum for idea exchange on

iow best to recruit and serve these students;

PROCEDI

These sessions can also enable vocational schools to attract and retain a

gvkater percentae of the nontraditional and disadvantaged sUdent popula-

tions, ?or examplei in one vocational setting no'ltraditional uid disadvan-

tar;ed scholarship f.cirpos were obtained fret local businesses as a result of

a brown-bag discussion.

1. Organize a colmittee of one countielor, one administrator, and onQ

instructor to be in charge of organizing, scheduling, and evaluating

the brown-b4 luncheons.

2. Obtain administrative suppot.4Armission.

Appoint a counselor to he a brown-bag session for each program area;

Prepare w orIef wri, up of tne picsram to inform instructors of the

pufpnsep rand nature of the activities. Include a brief questionnaire

soliciting ioias/problems/issues tLei would like to diooaq at the

lunchecr

Fstablish a ..alsr luileon place and time :41 p:Jgram divimior in

the school; it divisions meet every two weelc, This time may be

varied every ower week to accommodaN staggered llrch schedules.



6. Have the counselor representing each program division compile the topics

of interest.

Using these identified topics, have counselors establish agendas for the

luncheons Allow some time for "open discussion of pressing problems

that may have just developed or an information exchange on very current

issues.

B. After on agenda has oeen determined, have counselors send attractive znd

personalized invitations.

Post de schedule of brown-bag rap sessions at faculty lounges and

adminiitrative offices;

1. Cccdttee memtets consisting of one counselor, one adminrator, ana one

instructor.

2. Counselors in charge of each session.

1; Honorarium for committeei cours6:rs.

tof Cott. of invitat.ions.

3. Cost of printing questionnaires And agendas

appoint one indi',Idual at each o! the brown-bag ru sessions to record minutei.

Compile the miptes; Have the committee review the minutes on a bi-aril al
basis to letermine it the strategy objective is being met. Have the committee

neet with the counselors to report on the review and to exchiiAe information

0 the various activities each division is conducting. Revise the brown-bag

luncheons as per input itom these meetings.



TITLE; ."NSURING EQUAL TREATMENT 0F THE SEXES IN VCCATIONAL oRIENTATIu

OBJECTIVE: T revise or replace occupational orientation materials that

ster2otypical information.

DESCRIPTION: Students of both sexes should be givel factual information anout

tional and nontraditional occupations. Career information materials -tivl

to be revised or replaced so that they do not promote stereotyping.

PROCEMPE:

In all Cc :oer dtientation materials, all stAents should be shown o tevinl

and exerci5IN the' same career options. Information or terns that tend to

exclude. mcntradiflimnal or disadvantaged students should be avoided Wheneva

possible;, F07 :omple, there are many substitutes for 'man' words, :pa.,

the be -AL! Eot the job" can become the "best person for the j03.11

De2omtrations, career orientation materials, films, and computerized pro-

grans should reflect the fact that occupations are open to all. All career

mz,terials should contain factual information which ildicates that any

student may select a particular occupation, provided the student has the

proper abilities and interest;

1. The personnel in charge of this strategy should appoint 4 committee

=Elating of two vocational counselors, an adtinistratcr, and a non-

traditional/disadvantaged career orientation consultant to examine and

identify career orientation materials.

Provide the committee with guidelines whiA recogrue sex-role stere-

t,tylieg in vocational educational materials;*

Using the guidelines, have_the committee conduct an assessmert of all

career orientation materials.

*Guidelines to thelp recognize sex-mle sterec`yping can be obtained from The Division of Vocational

education, The Florida Department'. of Education, Dissemination Diffusion Sectiop, Knott Bldg.,

Tallahas&ee, r 3:11, Request information on the ExpatAing Vocational Options of Displaced

Hommtkels Project.



4. Formulate a plan for material revisions/replacements.

Secure the necAssary administrative permission tf. -omplete revisions/

replacements.

6. Ass.11n staff replacement/revidvn

Assign staff responsibilities for obtaining rt.. career matgrials.

Comm tee identifying stereotypical material.

2. Staff who secure replacements.

3. Staff who write necessary revisions.

Material replacement

2. Material revision and reprinting oosts.

3. Staff time.

Appoint a mond comittee to review potential revision/replacement materials,

Have the o.rmittee cor4uct the sex-fair assessment of the potential aatitials.

Prepare Iv.ilow-up report for signistration;

9t



TITLE:

08,1MTIVE:

INSURING EQUAL TREATMENT OF THE SEXES II VOCATIONAL TESTING AND ASSESSMENT

1. To conduct a review of testins and inventory instruments used by the

school.

2; To revise or replace vccational testing and assessment materials Whict

contain stereotypical bidS.

DESCRIP'T'ION: Many current psychometric interest invfntories provide rides and females with

divergent sex-typed occupational suggestions; This strategy can assist voca-

tional personnel in identifying vocational and testing assessment materials

that contain stereotypical :ssessment bias. The outcome of this stratml,:'

is sex-fair vocational testing which _assists students in identifying

voca ional training programs selected on a sex-free hisis of interest and

abilities.

PTOCE1XRES: 1. The pe;:sonnel in charge oaf this strategy should appoint a mu.

familiar with psycaostatric evaluation to examine testing and

to identify sex bias; The committee should include vocational

and a psychnetric consultant:

2. Provide the committee with the guidelines for sex-fair testing.*

3. Using the guidelines, have the committee conduct an assessment of all

psychometric materials;

4. Formulate a gin for material revisions/replacements.

Compile ne potential psychometric interest inventories for review ty -n

outside psylometric consultant.

6. Make necessary revisions as per consultat s reoommealltions.

Guidelines can be obtained from ijt,..,...ja,..rksg,Lst.,....Bt2....q.....ndbook._.ViorISex.iinEd;z3tinn by Mari Allen

Verheyden-Hilliardi developed for the DepartNent of Hea3thi Education; and Welfaxe, Nation':

Institute of Education, Washington; DC 20208 al:m.201,9_ . _540_Hommaters

a2L4ct Otained from The Division of Vocational Diumition, The FlOrida Deimment of rdlutia,

Dissemination Diffusion Ssction, :tott Bldg,, Tallahassee, FL 32301



Secure the necessary administrative permission to complete revisions/

replacementr.

Assign staff revision/replacement duti.es-.

PERSONNEL: 1. Committee personnel.

r:t-lycetric consultant--;:dividuals uto mild serve in this capacity

inzl-Ide: school psychoL9sts serviag the local school system, career

guida,.ce counselors, ciol=4 or uDiver:ity vocational testing pro-

feu:onals.

BM; I. New resting materiiac

EVALUATION:

_

Cost of replacement mItet-I-als,

3. ;:ctsultant fee (some may serve in this capacity for freel,-.

lave the psychbmetric fvnsultant cadiduct an eveuation of the potential

replace-- rat ruterials and/or makP, reoommendations for revisions. Make the

necessary changes and obtain consultant approval. trite lip report of pro-

cedures ad desigz.ited testi3g materials for administraLion.



TITLE;

OBJECTIVES:

CMER EXPUORATION TAB

L To expose women and disadvantaged students to J variety of career options

which may b4., nontraditional for their sex or cultural grouping;

2. To give stUdents accurate, realistic occupational information.

3. To determine if a stud(nt has the ability and interest to enter a par-

ticular occupation.

DESCRIPTI(i: The Caren Exploration Lab can b used to help prospective students ake

informed decisions but vocational occupations. The focus of this strategy

is to ensure that the stadent ark the occupation are tched. The student

given deailed inforoation About detired occupations and is_alSo tested_

f3r ability and interest:. In some career occupation labs, students actually

have "hands-on" experience with a particular occupation, wtile in others,

videotapes or slide plesentatiorT are used to describe the wink peformed

on a particular job .

Th folbwing aiternatim at exa.aples of haw some career exploration laps

operate:

Alternative 1:

The outreac'l recruiter brin.3 the student to the career exploration lab to

meet with a coanselor. The counselor discusses with the student the various

tyres of occupations in which the student ray be :JitGrested. The student it

encouraged _to explore as many n:Nrupations as he or she chooses, the student

ten actually receives7,!nandik-cv-v" experiemo with the pectin/Jr OCCKAtiOni

of interest. For example, th ër exploration_lib_contairs a kitchenc'e

where the student actually ppares and cooks food. So rations of all

the training programs which qlrational cotter offers can be obiervid cr

sampled by the propspect!ve 'tity-rit in the lo.

After the student has sakled t ,4r4;',,rece, 'pations, tic/she discussis witt

the alunselor the occupations he/s11, Ls interested in pawing. The Mose-

lor then conducts ai assetsment usfing appropriate votitionil aptitude testi,



lteisonality inventories, etc;_to determine uhichof the ielected occupations

the studemt is best suited. used on the .;:tudent's occc:ational selection

and the aFs!ssment inforuationithe ccumselor and stud -coons all of the

Mbmatiol to aid the stddia in arriving at an inform& Okcision,

klternative_2:

Some vocational facilities say not have the space or equiment to produce

mini-occupational settings. Instead, they may goose to show video tapes .

or Slide presentations which accurately and realistically describe the types

of vork performs on a particular job. These nedia presentations should

also be avilabie in Spanish and Creole. Other institutionE utilize me-

pdterized progress such as CHOICES or COIN to help prospective students make

career choices; It should be noted that sore institutions choose to use

varying combinations of the mini-lab si videOlide tape presentatimi and

cr17puterized programs.

Vocational interest and personality imventor:es are also used in cc :notio'

-Ath media or computerized career exploration. This enables the Apr

to determine if the student possesses the necessary characteristic. per-

form the occupation; It should be mated that some career exploration labs

nue available various bilingual pare-professiomels who can assist students

who speak a language other than English.

4a-0

1. Oetermine with administratioa the tyre of career exploration lab forut,

materials, and personnel best suited to the institution.

Prepare a budget for the purchase of materials and operation of the lab.

Identify the apropriate six for the career exploraCon 16.

Sect the dnpropciate vocational instruments and personality inventories.

Asce.Lein that the meterial4 Wre sexi-bies free. Aesure that the. print

and v4sual material contains representations cf women and Minorities per-

form;ig tasks which may be considered nontraditional,

lake a priority list of the necessary Pateral$, software and hal



6; obuq.n the necessary materials and equipment;

7. Detemine

PERSOMEL1 1. Staff persoc.s in charge of the selection and acquisition, trough pur-

chase or other means of career exploration materials.

BUDGET:

EVALUATION:

Instructor-consuItants for the lay -out and content of their respective

program mini-labs;

3. CounseloL;3 to conduct vocational and personality assessments.

Counselor(s) to meet with prospective students to process information.

1. Materials and labor costs to prod= mini-occupational laboratories; or

2. Materiala and production costs for video tape arxi/or slide presentations:

3; Salaries for career lab personnel.

Strict tabulations of the number of students recruited using the career

exploration lav facilities should be computed and compared over time;

Prospective AA.:rents should fill out an evaluation form designed by the

vocational staff to determine which of the varying career exploration

activities were helpfulinot_helpful. Information regarding recommenda-

tions fo: improvement stould also be requested_on the evaluatim form.

Revisions shoule be ma4 as per input from evaluations.



ITLE: SUPPORT AND TRAINING WORKSHOP FOR NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS ADJUSTING TO

F JECTIVES:

1. To provide initial guidance and training for nontraditional students

entering vocational education programs and to address problems in

making role transitions through seminars and workshops.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

DESCRIPTION:

PROCEDURE:

2. To assist mature students to cope with making role transitions.

'Seminars and workshops can be developed which iddress the specific needs of

nontraditional students who are in various stages of adjustment to their pro-
grams. A series of workshops can be developed to cover each of the following

themes:

1. Self-assessment--in which students are trained to identify aptitudes

and interests and ways of modifying self-defeating attitudes.

Values and lifistyles--in which students are encouraged to examine

alternativt roles and career values.

3. Effective communication--in which students become more aware of the

communication process and are trained to become more effective listeners.

4. Career exploration - -in which students are provided with an opportunity

to explore nontraditional career options, as well as the skills and

training necessary for such careers.

Expanding educational opportunities--in which students who are reenter-

ing school after a period of being away can receive reorient!tion and/or

continuing education and recreational or enrichment programs can be

explored.

Arrange for psychologists or occupational specialists in each of the

areas cited to develop workshops for nontraditional students.

Set aside a convenient five- or six-week period during which workshops

can be held--with a different seminar offered each week.



3. Assemble workshop materials; e.g. handouts, programs, etc;

4; Arrange facility space,

5. Notify students through posters and mailouts about the seminar be14";

offered.

Prepare a short press release announcing the seminar.

PERSONNEL: 1. A group of psychologists and/or occupational specialists to develop

conduct the seminars;

BUDGET:

EVALUATION:

2. Staff persons to arrange schedlles, physical facilities, and take care

of mailouts and sending out information.

Fees for workshop instructors.

2; Naterials and printing costs;

3. Postage.

Survey incoming nontraditional students before and after workshops are

offered to determine to what extent students are being helped in their adjust-

ment to vocational education;



TITLE: SUPPORT GROUPS FOR NONTRADITIONAL STUDENTS

OBJECTIVE: To provide nontraditional and disadvantaged students with assistance in ccp-

ing with problems associated with the choice of a nontraditional training

program.

DESCRIPTIPN: Organizing support groups for nontraditional and disadvantaged, students will

provide them with assistance in coping with problets associated with the

choice of a nontraditional career. Nontraditional and disadvantaged stu-

dents in training programs often need assistance in coping with external

forces that interfere with their choosing a career or completing training.

TtOCZU1,1:

The support group Will serve as a forum where students can discuss the flak

or interference they receive from familyi friends; other students; and even

instructors and administrators; Participants learn how family, friends,

school, and social groups influence behavioG Students _examine hair these

influences can interfere with their chosen vocations and derive solutions to

interference problems.

1. Determine the group format and select a counselor to lead the supput

group; The format of the support group sessions should be flexible so

that they can address the probles of the students in a particular locale.

For example; _one locale may have a large number of Hispanic women who

may need tl) focus on how their particular culture impacts and influences

women to behave traditionally. Another group may be more interested in

how to cope with instructor bias. It is also recommenduS that a list

of local support services that students may utilize be provided and

discussed at the beginning of the group's sessions; Typically; these

groups start the second week of class and run one night a week tyo

hours a night--for eight weeks.

Determine the place and time that the group meetitri will be held.

3. Develop flyers to advertise the group sessions and schedule.

Send flyers to instructors and place on bulletin boards in student

centers and other key locations.



5. Gather any materials, such as local support services lists, starter

exercises, occupational information, etc; that you my want to stare

with the grcop;

A counselor to lead the group.

1. Materials and reproduction costs for the flyer;

2. Printing/reproduction costs of handouts;

Counselor's salary.

1. Design a short evaluation form asking the participants the following:

the three things they liked most about the group sessions, the three

things they liked least; and recommendations or suggestions for the

future; Revise the group forwat as pet input from participlints.

Have the counselor tabulate the number of students using this service

ano the numbtr completing training.

Have an administrator conduct a cost-benefit analysis to determine if

enough women are using the service to warrant its continuaticm.

10"



"CLASSIC" STUDENT SUPPORT PROGRAM

JECTIVE: To provide incoming students with pier support to help then adjust more

effectively to their training program.

rSCRIPTION: A program can be developed to provide incoming nontraditional and disadvan-

taged students with assistance from volunteer graduates in their particular

technology. The strategy consists of recruiting volunteers amom former

students or "'classics" to assist incoming students for a two-month periad.

The 'classic' provides assistance largely through peer support, i.e.,

answering questions about the training prograt the schoolcs policies or

facilities, occupational outlook, etc.

Incoming studeas are typically informed of this service by their instrtxtors.

New students are assigned V3 "classics* in the same or a similar technological

area lbe nu..er of 'classics" needed may Vary, but twenty 'classics" and

twenty charges (prospective students) is a reasonable number for the sponsored

activities.

PROCEDURE: l. Select a counselor to be in charge of conducting this strategy.

2. Determine the personnel, e.g. contact persons, and the procedures of

the program, e.g., how and whom incoming students should contact, how

and whom interested "classic" volunteers should contact, how the

"classics' and the charges will be assigned, how these two individuals

will make initial and continued contact, and what the responsibilities

of each party would be.

3. Recruit "classics", i.e., former students, Feld students who are about to

graduate for postgraduation service.

4: Provkie instructors with copies of the "classic" program description

and thie procedures interested participants should foll6w.

5; Hold an orientation meeting to inform the "classics" about the purpose

Of the program, their. responsibility in proViding support and informa-

tion to their nontraditional charges, etc.



?ERSONNEL:

WDGET1;

6. Host a month 2y picnic or brown-tmg lunch that "classics" and their

charges attend; Have each 'classic' and charge briefly report cm the

type of assistance givenfreceived. revise solutions for Any problems.

7. Include d newsletter, news about or make bulletin board announcements

regarding a ':lassicle promotions i charges, achievements, etc;

8. Present 'classics' with certificates of appreciation for serving as

volunteers.

9. Make attractive fl?ers to give to instructors to 'continue recruitment

of graduating students.

Coulselor in charge of program.

2. Former students to serve as "classic* oloteets.

1. Honoraria for counselor in charge of program.

Instructor announcement and flyer reproduct*on costs.

3. Refreshments at orientation meetingeb;

Printing of certificates of appreciation.

:VALUATION; 1. Ask an administrative consultant to attend the monthly activity meet-

ings to detemine if the strategy objective is being achieved.

2. Design a brief evaluation forM which elicits information, from student

participants on the types of assistance and activities they find most

helpful, and_suggestions_fol improvement; Have the consultant review

these evaluations and make recommendations. Incorporate. the consultant's

recommendatio3s.

Conduct a cost-benefit analysis examining the number of students using

this service versus the amount of counselor services, and budget costs;

Determine if the strategy warrants continuation;



TITLE: THE OPEN-DOOR POLICY

BJECTIvE: To give students access to the administrative "ear."

DESCRIPTION: The purpose of this strategy is to have an "open, door through which stu-

dents can have adialogue with an administrator; StudentS.are encouraged.by

instructors; counselors; andadministratOrsto write letters to the adminis-

tration regarding any complaints or suggestions. If the complaint or sug-

gestion involves_a_faculty teth er, curriculUm change; etc., the matter is

to be taken up with the area department head to determine what specific

action can be taken. Students; in return; receive a letter outlining the

adMinistratio06 response;

MICEDUE: 1. Appoint an administrative liaison in charge of the open-door policy

and who will be responsible for responding to student letters.

'ERSONNEL:

MIDGET:

VALUATION:

2. S-end a memo to facultyR counselorsi and administrators describing the

. school's specific procedures for the open-door policy, ire: ; where

to send the letter; how it will be handled;

3; Follow-up with a reminder memo in the beginning of each new semester.

1. Open-door liaison person.

2. Department head.

Cooperating faculty, counselors, and administrators.

1. Stationery to respond to students in writing.

2. Administrative liaison's salary.

The liaison person should keep a log of the number of students using this

service, the types of complaints and the remediation actions necessary. A

cost-benefit analysis should be conducted by en administrator to determine

if the service is being used adequately to warrant its continuation.

103



Training and Pre-Training Stra0Mes

Introduction

The increasing enrollment of nontraditional students in many
areas of vocational training in recent years has necessitated the
reevaluation of curriculum development strategies. It is the pur-
pose of this section to offer some guidelines for developing_ training
and_pre-training strategies which will help address many of these
needs.

Many nontraditional and disadvantaged students require spe-
cialized academic and program-related remedial trstning. In response
to this need, the following forms of remedial and pre-training strat-
egies have been recommended: 1) the development of Individualized
Manpawer_Training System (NTS) facilities, 2) _the creation of basic
orientation packages for students entering a given program area,
3) CI;e formation of a structured tutoring network in which studentr
can help one another in program-related courses, and 4) the iMple-
mentation of a work exploration lab which can provide students ytth
diagnostic and aptitude testing services and opportunities to ex-
plore various training and occupational options.

The modification of training techniques has also been identified
as an important consideration, in light of the needs presented by many
nontraditional and disadvantaged students. Some suggested strategies

in this:a:ea include: 1) training workshops for instructors to ac-
quaint thus with the needs_of the nontraditional student and to enable
them to explore various options for curriculum development, 2) the
utilization of inputs from_businessiindustry advisory board members
in curriculum planning_activities,_3) the modification and expansion
of instructional methods and materials, and_45_the adoption of Ain
individually-based, compentency skills ,curriculums_ format which can_
accommodate individual learning differences and thereby permit students
to learn and proceed at their own pace.

=97



'11TLE:

OBJECTIVE:

DESCRIPTION:

PROCEDURE4

ESTABLISHING AN INDIVIDUALIZED MANPOWER TRAINING SYSTEM (IMTS)

To provide a system to women and disadvantaged students where they may receive

assistance in basic Skills which will help them to remain in nontraditional

vocational programs.

An organizational structure known as the Individualized Manpower Training

System (IMTS) has been developed through support provided by the Florida

Department of Education's Division of Vocational Education. IMTS is a

remedial service for vocational students which includes: 1) assIssment

techniques to help students identify educational objectives art individual

weaknesses in basic academic skills, 2) well-equipped Learning Resource

Centers (LRC) where students can complete prescribed_ study modules and

strengthen skills, and 3) evaluation techniques which are capable of helping

students achieve maxi learning with greatest flexibility and adaptability

to fulfilling individual needs.

1. Contact the State Department of Educatione Division of Vocational

Education. (The Division has promoted implementation of NT$ into

vocational schools and programs so that schools' beginning IMTS projects

receive grants to underwrite part of the first-year operating and stmt=

up costs;)

2. Write a project proposal. Components include justification and needi

number of students to be served, a facility floor plan, staffing arrange-

mentsi and hardware and software needed for the LRC;

3. Arrange for a staff training workshop to be conducted after the local

program's operating staff has been appointed and the facility_is ready.

This workshop_will prepare staff to operate thelystem, includilg

analyzing student needs, prescribing study schedules, managing studen

progress, evaluating outcomes, coordinating via other programs in the

school, and administering the IMTS.

PEZONNEL: Operating staff recommendations include one instructor and two para-

professionals to staff a 30-student grogram:



2, One additional staff person is required to conduct the evaluation com-

ponent:

Additional personnel to be available if the LRC is open during the

evening hours.

Building renovations.

Hardware for the LRC

3, Software.

4. Staff salaries.

Determine usage of the facility through a 4tudent sign-in procedure to pro-

vide siatistits for continuation of the program. Determine the numbers of

students who are referred by instructors and guidoce counselors in order

to determine how students learn about the service available in tht WS.
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TITLE:

OBJECTIVE:

DESCRIPTION:

REMEDIAL TRAINING THROUGH AN INDIVIDUALIZED MANPOWER TRAINING SYSTEM

To provide students who are deficient in basic academic skills with organized

remedial services.

Students who 're deficient in basic academic skills are channeled byinstruc-

tors into the organized tutoring services offered through the Individualized

Manpower Training System (IMTS). The IMTS lab is geared specifically toward

individualized instruction. The varying types of instructional services pro-

vided by the IMTS lab may include: computerized math or reading programs,

individualized tutoring in math or reading, instruction in English as a second

langoage, or vocational English instruction aimed solely toward a specific,

occupational program, etc. Students are referred to the lab by either their

instructors or counselors who determine that a student heeds remedial assis-

tance before t\e/she will be accepte0 into a training program.

The Individnalized Manpower Training System also has paraprofeasionals avail-

able to actually assist the student in 4 classroom setting. For example, a

deaf student may noed a paraprofessional to sign a classroom lecture, or a

Haitian student may receive assistance from another Haitian student in learn-

ing the specific English names and usage of particular industrial tools; All

of these activities are structured to provide support and assistance to MD-

traditional and disadvantaged students.

PROCEDURE: 1. Deermine with administration the types of remedial services needed by

the population to be served. These services typically include:

Instruction in math remediation curricula

Instruction in English remediation curricula

Instruction in a computertzed math remediation program

Instruction in a computerized English remediation program

Curricular material development and assistance to deaf or blind students

English assistance programs e.g.., biliNal paraprofessionals toaching

foreign students



Prepare a budget for the development of new programs, evaluation material,

and the operation of the IMTS;

3. Prepare a master schedule for the development of new prorams.

4, Select/hire the staff consultants to develop programs.

5. Develop the necessary programs and evaluation materials.

6. Identify materials/equipment to be used in the program.

7. Establish a priorit list for procuring these materials.

Determine the IMTS site and procure lab matev!als;

9. Hire staff to operate the IMTS center.

10. Prepare and send a services description to faculty, administrators, and

counselors;

PERSONNEL! Development Costs:

Stipend or honorarium for instructional program developers, consultant.

2. Refre,hments for committee meetings

Materials, printing costs,

Costs of developing software for computerized programs;

5. purchase of prepared print, audio-visual materials.

6; Rental of equipment

Operating Costs:

1. Salaries of Center Staff

2. Honorarium for instructors, paraprofessionals



EVALUATION: Send out a survey to instructors to determine how many are aware of the

IMTS services and if students are referred to it.

2. Keep a detailed log of how many students are using the services; which

services they are using, and whether they complete the training program

after IMTS assistance.

Design an evaluation form which asks students to evaluate which services

were most helpful and to make recommendations for future services. Make

IMTS lab revisions according to evaluation results.

4. Conduct a cost-effectiveness analysis to determine if the number of

students using the lab services is enough to warrant continuation;

Review the existing referral system to determine whether the students

who need the IMTS services are being reached.

6. Institute a follow-up program. This can consist of: 1) regular meet-

ings between IMTS staff and instructors for the purpose of reviewing

individual student progress, 2) meetings between staff and students to

review student progress.



PROGRAM TERMINOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT ORIENTATION PACKAGE

To give nontraditional and/or disadvantaged students a basic understanding
of program terminology and equipment.

A basic_ orientation package for students nontraditional to a given program
can be designed to acquaint them with program-related terminology and the
fundamentals of equipment use; The orientation package will consist of
audiovisual materials; printed_handoutsi_specgically, a glossary of terms
and illustrations of basic equipment; at equipment/materials demonstrations.
Terminology specific to the program will be defined and explained. Students
will obtain practical knowledge of how each tool is used and the appropriate
functions and working parts of all equipment and tools.

1. 4ganize A small committee, consisting of faculty members in each
given progam area.

2. Determime outline of basic orientation_ package by identifying im-

portant terminology, equipment/materials, and the approach for

teaching said material with which students should become familiar;

Develop instruction and materials.

4. Develop/purchase audiovisual materials, flip charts_and other illustra-
tions, and/or filmstrips which will facilitate the learning process.

5. Arrange for a "dry run" of materials.

6; Develop education materials, .g., self-administered tests;

7. Set aside a one- or two-week period at the beginning of the school year
or a portion of the introductory course to allow all students an oppor-
tunity to become acquainted with termiaology_and equipment through the

the application of the basic orientation package.
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PERSONNEL: 1. Committee consisting of instructors from a given program area,

2; A coordinator, who is either an instructor or administrator, who will

be respunsible for finalizing the content of the orientation package:

BUDGET: Materials and printing costs for handouts.

Audiovisual materials, such as filmstrips or charts to identify

equipment and materiels parts;

EVAHATION: Keep the orientation package available for student use throughout the

duration of the program in an easily accessible, central location.

Evaluate sturient competencies through "binds on" experience with equip-

ment and materials, or a self-administered mastery exam.



TITLE:

OBJECTIVE:

DESCRIPTION:

"BREAK-IN" CLASSES

To provide "break-in" classes for students who don't have the background

needed for success in entry-level classes.

Many disadvantaged and nontraditional students are often deficient in

various preparatory skills which etvie the transition to vocational edu-

cation envirmnments. In addition, many students do not ordinuily enroll

in certain vocational programs because of sex, race, ethnicity, social_

class or other tharacteristics which are different from the "norm" st0014

in Oat program_ Exploratory enrollments should be_encouraged and special

assistance provided_to_students_who may not share the informal background

in the skill area of _the typical person enrolled in_the program. To en-

hance_this_process of transition, 3pecial "break-in" classes for nontradi-

tional students should be instituted for the different programs; _Break-

in classes could provide training in course-related terminology, tool

recognition and use, and informal knowledge and taken-for-granted assump-

tions common to the learning of program-related skilli.

PROCEDURE: 1. Organize a committee of administrators and instructors for each

program area who want to develop "break-in" classes.

2. Develop content and structure of classes which would Pllow non-

traditional students opportunities to receive background training

in a program area:

a) terminology;

b) tool and equipment use; and

C) general background information.

3. Assign_facility_space and determine schedule which will be

convenient for both instructors and students.



4. Develop/assemble/purchase necessary training materials.

Salaries for administrators and instructors.

Training materials costs.

Survey nontraditional students currently_enrolled in vocational, programs
to obtain input from students regarding deficiencies in their own back-
ground training of which they have become aware after starting their
educational program. Compare test scores of nontraditional students_
who do not attend "break-in" classes with those who do, while control-
ling for extraneous variables;
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TITLE: STRUCTURED TUTORING SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE: To provide individual assistance to students in basic education and program-

related courses.

DESCRIPTION: A structured tutoring network can be developed in which a tutor coordinator

and_programinstructors_gtlect student tutors on the basis of knowledge is

a given subject area and relevant personality variablesi e.g.; the ability

to work effectively with nontraditional studentsi academically disadvantagedi

or limited-English-proficient students. Tutors from minority groups may

prcve to be effective in helping students from their own cultural- groups:

The coordinator should manage all tutor activities and act as a_liaison be-_

tween instructors and tutors. The tutors are responsible only for instruction

and_guidance and are_not to handle test grading or classroom bookkeeping.

Students are referred to tutors on the basis of instructor recommendations

or through self-referral. The tutors are paid for their services from school

funds:

PROCEDURE: 1. Coordinator organizes a committee of instructors in each program area.

2. Instructors nominate students whom they feel meet the criteria to be

selected as tutors.

3. Potential tutors are contacted and informed of the tutoring system.

Tutoring volunteers are given an orientation to the characteristics of

the population with which they would work and basic training.

Coordinator prepares a schedule of tutoring services and sites.

Coordinator announces tutoring program and posts schedule.

7. Coordinator monitors program and meets with tutors regularly.



PERSONNEL: 1. Tutor coordinator.

BUDGET:

2. Tutors selected by instructors.

1. Bookkeeping materials and tutoring instructional materials for

coordinator.

/i Instructional materials for tutors;

3; Coordinator salary;

4. Tutor stipends.

EVALUATION: 1. Tests could be given to students both before and after receiving

tutoring in specific program-related areas of instruction.

2. Follow-up meetings between instructors and tutors, as arranged by

coordinators, to evaluate progress of tutees.



OBJECT! T.:

DESCRIPTION:

PROCEDURE:

PERSONNEL:

WORK EXPLORATION LAB

To give women, _minorities and disadvantaged students an opportunity to
explore nontraditional training and job options.

Placement of students into relevant pre-training and training programs can
be facilitated through the development of a work exploration lab. The work-
exploration labs will offer the following services: 1) diagnostic and_ap-
titude testing; 2) coordinated printed and audiovitual_materials to guide
students to relevant courses and/or to identify other learning resources;
and 3) providing information on program and otheraudemic requirements in
order to enable students to make realisticeducatiohal goals. All students
will receive a basic orientation workshop to familiarize them with re exis.;
tOtiai locationi and how to gain access to materials and services available
in tho work exploration lab.

I. Appoint/hire an occupational counselor to develop a work exploration
lab.

2. Write a proposal to the Department of Education. The proposal should
include: justification and need, description of the project, popula-
tion to be served, facility needs, staffing requirements, and hardware
and software needed for the work exploration lab.

3. Obtain aptitude tests and other diagnostic materials from the Department
of Education;

4. Obtain materials on training requirements.

5. Obtain career-related information to supplement program-related materials.

1. Occupational counselor to develop a work exploration lab.

2. Instructors from each vocational program area who will provide input on
training skilli needed to prepare for various occupational positions.
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1. Testing and diagnostic materials

2. Printed materials on training programs available.

3. Printed materials on career-related information.

Audiovisual materials,

Funds for field trips and tours of busintsslindustry.

Cow: _e information on aptitude testing outcomes. Keep records on types of

training and career-related questions being asked by students. This will

help modify or expand the types of services being offered. Increased in

nontraditional enrollments often can be used to determine the extent of

effect of this and other strategies.



TITLE:

OBJECTIVES:

DESCRIPTION:

TRAINING WORKSHOPS FOR INSTRUCTORS

1. To provide instructors with information and materials which will enable
them to more effectively train nontraditional and disadvantaged students.

2. To sensitize instructors to the special needs of disabantaged students
and women in nontraditional programs.

Training workshops can be developed to acquaint instructors with_the special
needs of nontraditional and disadvantaged students. The focus of these
workshops will be upon the modification of teacher attitudes and the devel-
opment of teacher-student relationships. Topics will include the formation
of attitudes conducive to supportive relationships, awareness of the special
needs of nontraditional and disadvantaged students; and strategies to foster
a humanistic; individually-oriented classroom atmosphere.

PROCEDURE: 1. Organize a_ small committee consisting of instructional di....3igners and

educational psychologists.

2. Decide on basic themes to be covered in workshops: personal relationships
between students and instructors; development of individualized instrv.-

tion; open-ended, behavioralized courses; uon-punitive grading; various

approaches and techniques like vi4eotaping of class sessions for playing

back to evaluate teacher techniques and student response; and the like.

3. Compile a list of topics and activities for the workshop.

Prepare a line-up of speakers and resource persons; write and pero-Jnally

invite speakers;

Finalize and inform faculty of schedule of workshops.

FIALUATION: Compile pre- and post-workshop videotapes of class sessions for various in-

structors to evaluate teacher techniques and student responses. Survey



students to determine student perceptions of classroom atmospherei both
befor and after instructors attend workshops:



TITLE:

OIOCCTIVE:

DESCRIPTION:

ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR CURRICULUM REVIEW

To involve business and ind-ustry in curriculum planning activities.

Program curricula should be periodically updated and evaluated in order to

determine their overall effectiveness and to insure reptestOtation of the

disadvantaged an4 women. In order for training programs to keep up with

occupational changes and technological developmenkb, instructional methods,

mAterials, and equipment need to be revised and updated. An advisory

committee, consisting of business and industry reptestimtatiees1 can be

helpful in providing relevant input int,s. curriculum planning activities.

Curriculum planning contributions from pmtitioners in the field will

also enable instructors and administrators to modify training methods and

mat'er'ials in order to better equip students with competencies for a given

occupational field.

PROCEDURE: 1, Organize an advisory committee of business are, industry representatives

from each program area,

2; Assign a coordinator from each program area to contact busineseindustry

personnel and arrange a schedule .cf meetings.

Arrange periodic 'meets sr i.e., two or three times a year for eur-

riculom updates with faculty and administrators.

4. Have coordinators evaluate input and operationalize suggestions for

curricuiws chawges.

PERSONN Curricults coordinator fray each program Pea.

2. Committee members representing business/industr.

Faculty and administrators from each program area.



BUDGET: 1. Facility space for meetings, if meetings are held outside the school.

EVALUATION:

Materials and printing costs for any printed materials used

The coordinator will evaluate the input from business and industry represent7

tives and determine the extent to which the curriculum should be strengthened

arid /cr modified in order to meet the training and occupational needs of

students.



ITLE: MINIMUM RACE AND SEX BIAS IN THE CCCURRENCE AND EFFECTS OF INSTRUCTIONAL

MATERIALS

OBJECTIVE: To counteract the effects of race and sex bias in instructional materials and

DESCRIPTION:

PROCEDURE:

to develop training materials and instructional guides which are fair to all
sexes.

In attempting to provide a humanistic, nonthreatening learning environment

for disadvantaged students and those who are nontraditional to a specific

program area, it is often necessary to review instructional materials for

race and sex bias. Textbooks, filmstrips, and other visual aids should

depict persons of both sexes and of different races performing a variety

of tasks relevant to the successful completion of program requirements.

Workshops can be arranged in which teachers receive training on how to deal

with race bias and sex stereotyping in instructional materials. In addition,

role models in nontraditional occupational fields can be invited to speak

with students. Teachers also can incorporate visits to work sites to inter-

view employees who are in nontraditional positions.

1. Contact the Department of Education's Division of Vocational Education

and ask for materials and/or a reading or resource list. The Vocational

Education Equity Specialist can provide information on this matter.

Purchase race- and sex-fair materials for use in the classroom.

Develop supplementary materials showing the opposite sex in an occupa-

tional area if specific careers in that area are mtrayed as only for

one sex;

4. Develop workshops to sensitize teachers to recognize sex stereotyping

and race biasing in instructional materials: For example; the Women's

Educational Equity Act Publishing Center of the U.S. Department of



Education_has_purdished klists fbr Cbunteractiq Taa :nd S .5-44s

in EducJtional Afat:Zsi which is a useful document for teachers.

5; Invite nontraditional role models to speak with students. Community
branches of groups supportive of race and sex equity efforts can be

contacted to help locate such people.

6. Plan field trips to places of employment which utilize the kill of

nontraditional workers.

PERSONNEL: 1. Vocational Education Equity Specialist from the Department of Education;

Division of Vocational Education, to serve as consultant.

BUDGET:

2. Occupational counselor(s) to assist in the development of training

workshops for teachers.

3. Instructional developers;

1; Purchase of new materials and teithooki.

2. Training materials for teachers.

3. Transportation costs for field trips;

4. Honoraria for consultant i instructional developers.

EVALUATION: Evaluate existing curriculummaterials_to determine the extent to which sex

and race bias influnce the learning of program-related skills.



COMPETENCY-BASED INSTRUCTION

1. To provide sutdents with an individually based, competency skills Cur;

riculum which can accommodate individual differences and permit students

learn and proceed at their fl--°.

To_provide teachers with training in developing instructional materials

and strategies for competency-based teaching.

The development of a competency-based curriculum format for_vocational

education programs provides nontraditional and disadvantaged students more

opportunities to master the materials and skills necessary for employment.

Through the specification of distinct behavioral or performance objectives,

students can work at their own pace until the minimum criteria have been

achieved. Classes are also structured to allow students the opportunity to

enter, proceed, and leave the program at their own speed while still main-_

taining employability standards Also, classes are structured so_that grad-

ing policies and practices are =punitive-. Students will be graded in

relation to predetermined standards for each learning unit and not merely

in comparison to other students in the class.

A_faculty workshop can be organized for the purpose of developing a list

of competencies/skills for every program and some prototype instructional

materials:

1. Contact the Department of Education, Division of Vocational Education,

for information on competency-based vocational education. Identify

possible consultants.

2. Organize a committee to oversee or monitor the development of the com-

petency-based curriculum.

3. Have the committee organize and develop a competency-based curriculum

development workshop for the faculty.

4. Develop an instructor's guide for each program based on V-TECS Catalogs

and workshop recommendations.



PERSONNEL:

BUDGET:

EVALUATION:

5; utilize a competency liJt to improve current instruction and thereby
begin a transition to a new program of instruction.

1. Consultant from the Department of Education's Division of Vocational
E,ducation;

2; Committee members representing each program area; The committee should
include instructors and the curriculum consultant/developer.

3. Workshop persomnel;

4. Identify resource persons for the workshop.

5. Decide on schedule.

6. Assemble materials for the workshop;

1. Printing and materials costs for instructors' workshop guides.

2; Costs of reproducing prototype materials.

3. Costs of field testing, refining materials;

Field test instructor's guide and prototype instructional materials with a

small sample of teachers and students, respectively. Revise accordingly and
phase in materials.
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THIS: FLEXI-CLASS MODULES

OBJECTIVE: To provide women and other disadruitaged students greater access to voca-

tional training programs through flexible class and training lab scheduling.

DESCRIPTION: Mar.; homemakers who want to return to school, or people in dead-end jobs

wAo want to upgrade their skills, are unable to enroll in the vocational

training program of their choice because of schedule constraints. If

schools can develop a flexible schedule, they can attract a large_popula-

tion of students vho otherwise would be unable to obtain or upgrade training

Skills. Flexi-scheduling allows for family members to alternate in taking

on the responsibilities of child care. It also allows for students to be

simultaneously employed, receive training and have adequate time to take

care of personal business;

Flexi-class scheduling can be achieved through various options; One option

is an extended day which Deludes two full daytime programs and one half-

time_evening program. Another option is the_four_day weelc, which leaves

one day free for students to tonC.uct personal business. These options as-

sume the use of compency-base4 modules with students scheduling classes and

training labs as their needs and competencies dictate.

PROCEDURE: 1. Organize a committee including a counselor; two administrators; and an

instructor.

2. Determine the viable types of flexi-time schedules which the school

could institute.

3. Conduct a poll of students to determine which type of flexi -scheduling

would best serve their needs.

4. Ask the school's regular referral agencies to survey potential vocational

training enrolees' scheduling preferences.



5. Tabulate the results of the survey.

6. Do a brief write up on the flex -system plani_its advantages, its impact

on faculty load and schedule, aLA the timetable for pilot testing and

imnLamantation., rirttamtejaite up to the AdminittrAtorA and inttruc;

tors not involved in the planning stage.

7. Design a plan to pilot test particular flexi-system with a group of

studeats.

Conduct the pilot test;

9. Make any necessary revisions based on input from the pilot test.

10. Design a plan to phase the flexi -system into the school schedule.

11. Put finalized flexi -system into effect;

PERSONNEL: 1. Administrators, counselor, and instructor to design, pilot, and phase

in the flexi-systcm.

EVALUATION:

Materials, printing of survey forms.

3. Staff costs for flexi-system.

First; devise an evaluation form to determine whether the flexi-system

addresses current needs of both students and faculty. Revise the system as

ptr input from the evaluations. Second, administrators should carefully

tsbulate flexi-system maintenance costs and Student FTEs. These figures

should be compared to program maintenance costs and student FTEs in pre-

ceeding years through a cost-benefit analysis. Determine if the costs

of the flexi-system and student FTEs generated warrant iontinuation of the

flexi-system.



SIMULATING WORK CONDITIONS

1. TO provide Esadvantagei students and women with information and

kil)Tosure to the structure and operation of a business.

2. To provide students with skills that would help them keep a job.

In Girder for minority and disadvantaged students to be successfully placed,

it ts necessary that they understand the structure of business and industry.

Knowing how a particular job fits in the total organizational structure will

help students to understand that a job consists of more_than just doing what

one is hired to do, that one is responsible for_the equipent one_uses, as

well as for maintaining one's_own work area,_and that_dealing well with

customers on the telephone and in person, writing work orders legibly and

correctly calculating charges are important to keep customers coming back.

The shop or laboratory could be set up such that it simulates a real work

area Students could use a time clock to record attendance. Work areas

could be set up to represent the different functions to be performed. Tools

that are required for a particular task should be kept in the area in which
the task is done. Tools should be kept in order and within the appropriate

area. Students would be responsible for taking care of the tools and for

cleaning the work area. In using the time clock, students would calculate

their "work time" and be "paid" according to the time spent in class; By

rotating assignments to work areas, students could learn how each job fits

into the particular business or industry structure. During some of the

class time, discussions could be held describing how such a business/trade

would be conducted. Discussions could include topics like relationships

with customers, preparing work orders, calculating time to be taken to do

A specific job, and taking telephone calls from customers. A teletrainer

could be borrowed from the business education department to use for students

to role-play the parts Of customer and worker. A business or industry per-

son could be invited in to talk to the class about the kinds of things that

are done by that business and the importance of each worker within an oper-

ation;

12



PROCEDURE: 1. Arrange the classroom into work areas as they would be arranged in the

business/trade setting.

PERSONNEL:

BUDGET:

EVALUATION:

2. Install a time clock and use as an attendance record as well as for

calculating time "worked."

Assign the students to tl 3rk areas on an alternating schedule.

Assign one student in each work group to be responsible for the tools

for a week, then assign that responsibility to another student.

5. Borrow a teletrainer from the business education department and have

students role-play answering customers' requests which would be re-

ceived by telephone;

Invite a representative from a business to talk to students about why

his business is set up into separate work areas which are specific

to certain tasks to be done and how each task is important to the job

being done.

Program instructor

2 Invited business representative

Time clock

Thee cards

3. Job order forms

Copying services

Have students relate their experiences within the work areas and what

happens if one person is absent.



2; Contact former students to determine if this procedure vas helpful in
an on-the-job situation.
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rITLE: TOURS AND FIELD TRIPS

NIJECTIVES: 1. To expose students to an actual workplace.

RSCRIPTION:

2. To provide students with the opportunity to talk With workers and
become informed about how a business/industry is operated.

Students tour local businesses it the community where people are working
in jobs which are related to their program areas. This culd pr olde
students with the opportunity to see how a business industry is organized
and operated; A highlight of the tour would be the students' opportunity
to observe nontraditiznal employees at work and to confer with them on
tatters like the particular worker's

place within the business/industry
and how to adjust to a nontx:ditional job; Arrangements would be made
with the business prior to the students' visit in order to familiarize the
employer with the purpose of the visit. The instructoror occupational
specialist could arrange a pre-tour visit with representatives of the
business/industry to determine the best procedure for conducting the tour.

ROCEDURE: 1; Contact and make arrangements with a local businessanduttry to net
up a schedule for the tour.

2. Discuss with the business/industry
representative the purpose of the

tour.

3. Request the company to assign tour guides who can explain operations
to students.

4; Arrange for transportation for the students;

Prepare a work sheet or a list of guide questions for interviewing
nontraditional workers to be completed by the students on the
organization/operation of a_busineseindustry; The worksheet could
be prepared with the help of the students themselves.



6. Prepare an announcement to be sent to the occupational specialist,
administrators; and faculty members within the pr: ram.

Secure eecessary permission for the students to participate in the
tour and arrange for substitute teachers for students who cannot join
tour.

PERSONNEL: Occupational specialist or instructor who will coordinate the activity.

BUDGET:

EVALUATION:

2. Representative of the local business or industry.

3. Volunteer faculty members to assist coordinator during tour;

Transportation for the Students.

Copying services for duplication of the announcements, permission slips,
and work sheets.

1. Use the work sheets completed by_the students to determine their under-
standing gained of the organitationibperation-of a business or industry.

Have the students write their impressions of the nontraditional workers
they have interviewed.



TITLE: WORK EXPERIENCE

OBJFf-TIVF: T proviAA di5-Avantaged svadents in nontraditional programs

actual work experience.

DESCRIPTION: The occupational eocialist, guidance counselor, program chairman, or

instructor could arrange for students to work in businesses or industry

while they are still enrolled in the program. This would provide oppor-

tunities_for the students to gain valuable experience to prepare them for

actual placement and to make contacts with people at a particular business.

The occupational specialist, guidance counselor, or instructor would con-

tact area businesses for the purpose of preparing the agreements to place

the students.

PROCEDURE7 1. Organize a small committee consisting of a guidance_counselor or occu-

pational specialist, an instructor, and a program chairman to design

the work experience program.

2. Contact local businesses to identify those which will hire students to

work while they are attending school; Explain mature of the work ex-

perience program;

3. Prepare a draft written agreement to cover the responsibilities of the

employer, the student, and the school personnel.

Have legal consultants_of the school and the participAting business/

industry work out the finer points of the agreement.

5. Prepare a checklist of the responsibilities of each party and list the

objectives of the work experience program.

Before placement, have students fill out appliCation forms to be filed

in the occupational specialists' office.



Preilare students :or interviews.

Visit he student on the job on a regular basis and monitor his/her
;;;r1.-- by intervitwing the student's immediate supervisor.

bevel-op witi supervisor or representative of business and industry a

form with whfth to evIluate the student's performance at various points
of the program;

PERSONNEL: A con7ittee consisting of an occupational specialist; guidance counselor,

program chairman, and representative of local business.

BUDGET: 1. Materials and printing of the various forms, agreements, applica-
tion, oaluation.

EVALUATION:

2. Salary and school personnel;

Certificate of appreciation for participating businesses or industries.

Follow up students performance through the evaluation of the supervisor.
Discuss problem areas with students.

2. Hold an exit interview with the student at the end of the program to

determine if the work experience had been beneficial to the student.



iacesent strategies

Placement is an important function of a school_which provides voca-
tional education programs, especially to women and disadvantaged students.
An individual may be designated to coordinate various placement cr,tivities
such as: 1) finding or identifying job openings; b) informing students of
the organization and structure of businesses and industry; c) assisting
students with applications, resumes, and interviews; d) providing suppor-
tive_counseling on the job once the student has ben placed; and, e)
maintaining placement records.

Maintaining student placement records will enable the coordinator
to know how many students are placed each year; where they are placed,
and if the students placed stay with the company; The placement records
also provide a means of contacting students and employers for the purpose
of follow -up;

The coordinator must enlist the assistance of instructors* coun-
selors0 occupational specialists, and administrators in order to ade-
quately perform the myriad placement functions; Placement activities
that the coordinator and his "cadre" of assistants could do are in the
major areas of a) identifying job openings, b) teaching about the organi-
zation and structure of business and industry, and c) teaching employ-
ability skills. _Strategies which will enhance the probability_ that women
and disadvantaged students will obtain employment after receiving voca7_
tional training that are included in these areas are described in detail.

An area of concern to be addressed in this section is that of the
preparation of students for the transition from classroom to working
environment . It has been suggested that students could make this tran-
sition with fewer obstacles and less conftsion0 if they were equipped
with a few basic skills in securing and maintaining employment. In

response to this, an outline has been provided to encourage instructors
anu occupational counselors in the development of job-seeking and employ-
ability workshops. Through these workshops, students would receive train-
ing injob_application procedures, interviewing skills, where to look for
job-related information, and the development of on-the-job relationships
with employers and co-workers.

To successfully apply and interview for jobs, minority and disad-
vantaged students should be provided assistance in preparing resumes and
completing application forms and in preparing for the actual interview,
Information about the companies with which they will be interviewing,
about working conditions, pay scales, what interviewers expect from an
interview, how an interview is conducted, and how -to dress and act during
an interview is essential to completing a successful interview.

Employability skills courses focus on skills that are needed in
order to get and keep a job. For instance, students should know that
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.or the worker it is even more crucial to be on tame than it is for a
student to be in class on time. Being able to work with others, being
on the job when you are expected to be and working overtime if neces-
sary, knowing that the work day rs eight hours rather than the five or
:;ix hours which school requires, being able to read and follow directions,
and_maintaining confidentiality are all attributes of a successful
employee.

Strategies to provide students with employability skills/informa-
tion could include: a) practice interviews, b) information interviews,
c) critiquing interviews, and d) employability skills handbooks;



TITLE: OBTAINING A COMPUTER LISTING OF AVAILABLE LOCAL JOBS

OBJECTIVE: To provide an p-to-date job listing for interested students.

DESCRIPTION: A weekly computer printout can be obtained from the Job Services Office

identifying employment_ opportunities for students. This list would proviL'e

information_ about available local jobs. By posting this job list on a_

regular basis, students would be alerted to jobs which are directly related
to their programs. Faculty members, occupational specialists, guidance

counselors, and administrators would beaware_ofemployment_trends and wouli

be better able to provide women, minority, and disadvantaged students with

information about career choices.

PROCEDURE:

PERSONNEL:

1; Ask the school's computer department to access the weekly job information

data through a "Job Bank Release Agreement" with the local Job Services

Office or directly through "Choices;" "Choices" is a computerized occu-

pations guidance system provided by the Florida Division of Vocational

Education;

2. Post the weekly list on the bulletin board in the Occupational Specialist's

Office.

Send copies of the printouts to program chairmen, the guidance counselors,

and administrators so that these people may alert disadvantaged and minority

students who are qualified to apply for the jobs litted.

Computer Center personnel.

Occupational specialist to coordinate the activity;

3. Guidance Counselor

4. Program chairmen

BUDGET: 1; Computer time for obtaining the list, if departments are charged for

computer time.



Copying services.

EVALUATION; 1. Faculty members could be asked to notify the occupational specialist or

guidance counselor when a student is alerted to a specific job opening;

PPtermine how many students follow-up job leads on the list.



CULL: AN INSTRUCTIONAL MODULE FOR MANAGEMENT AND UNION RELATIONSHIPS

OBJECTIVE: To provide information about unions to minority and disadvantaged
students so they will understand the relationship between unions and
management;

DESCRIPTION: This instructional module would simulate the interaction between
!minus/industry management and the union; The moduWwould consist
Of playlets, role playing and games aimed at enabling minority and
dWAVantaged students to experience what it means_to be in a manage-
ment or union member position; so that they would learn the responsi-
bilities of each group to the other.

PROCEDURE: I. Choose various poSitions, e.g.; job foreman; equipment supervisor,

time keeper, recorder, and supervisor, for purposes of role playing.

PERSONNEL:

PIDGET:

2. Each group of students should *Ilea a union steward and form a
bargaining unit.

3; Alternate the positions so that each student has the opportunity to
be either a worker or a supervisor.

4. Each of the bargaining units could "go on strike" to gain experience
in the negotiating process.

Invite a union steward or other union representative to talk to the
students about hou unions work.

1. Course instructor.

2. Invited union representative.

Course materials describing unions



EVALUATION: Administer a pretest to detertine if students have an understanding

of unions.

2. Administer a posttest to determine the amount of understanding

students have acquired about unions after use of the instructional

module.



TITLE: WORKING WITH RECRUITERS FROM LOCAL BUSINESSES

OBJECTIVE: To provide on-campus interviews for students.

DESCRIPTION: Opportunities for on-campus interviews could be beneficial to disadvantaged

and minority students who must rely oo the school's child care services to

attend classes and other school functions. Local business and Armed Forces

recruiters could be invited to visit the campus on a regular basis for the

purpose of interviewing students. Interested students would be informed of

the dates these recruiters are to be on campus, and these students would be

requested to sign up for interview appointments. Pamphlets desctibing the

businesses or Armed Forces could be made available in order to help the

students decide whether they wish to apply to a certain company or to a

particular branch of the Armed Forces.

When the recruiters arrive on campus, they could be provided with office

space in the occupational specialist's office. They would be given a list

of students and a schedule of interviews; The student interviewees should

provide the recruiters with a copy of their resumes at the time of the inter

view

PROCEDURE: 1. Contact recruiters to arrange an area for interviews.

2. Prepare posters or other announcements of the scheduled visits to cam-

pus. Use representations of women and minorities on the posters. The

posters should include information asking the students to go to the

occupational specialist's office to sign up for intervew slots.

Display the posters or announcements in prominent places on the campus.

4. Prepare a communication to faculty members, guidance counselors, and

administrators announcing the scheduled visit.

5. Oversee the interview area.

6. Be available to provide whatever assistance the recruiters may need to do

their jobs and insure that the studentt are there at the scheduled time.



PERSONNLL:

BUDGET:

EVALUATION:

1; A coordinator for the activity.

2. Faculty volunteers to oversee the interviews.

1. Poster board, marking pens, and pictures:

2. Coordinator's salary.

1. Meet recruiters in follow-up meetings to determine ways by which students

can be better prepared for the interview sessions.

2. Contact interviewed students to get suggestions on improving or changing

the procedure, and feedback on how helpful the on-campus interview ses-

sions were;



TITLE: EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS HANDBOOK

OBJECTIVE: TO develop an employability skills handbook which could provide 17,1inorit and

disadvataged students with information on the process of applying and inter-

viewing for a job.

DESCRIPTION: The occupational_ placement specialist along with the guidance counselor and

instructors could develop an employability skills handbook for minority and

PROCErURE:

disadvantaged students. The handbook cc Id include a question-answer format

on topics covering the application/interview process. Suggestions as to
information which students should know about themselves such as previous
work and school records could also be included. The handbook could also

alert the studentS to the fact that there are some questions which an inter-
vieier will not ask directly, but for which answers are being sought during
the interview.

Other topics which may be included in the handbook are: places to look for

job leads, preparing for the interview, whit to expect of the interview, an
example of the kinds of questions that Will be arked, what to do after the
interview is completed, and some reasons why newly hired workers sometimes

lose their jobs.

1. Organize a committee composed of the occupational specialist, the guidance

counselor, and program instructors for the purpose of preparing an employ-

ability skills handbook.

Have committee members suggest possible sources of material to be

included in the handbook.

3; Prepare an outline of the handbOok.

4. Assign sections of the handbook to committee members.

5. Coordinate and layout the materials;

6. Have someone from the art department make illustrations and design the

cover of the handbook.



PERSONNEL: Committee members including an occupational specialist, guidance counselor;

program instru:tors, and administrators;

BUDGET: 1. Typing materials

2. Duplicating costs

EVALUATION: 1. A consultant coull be asked to review 41e handbook and make suggestions

for improvement.

A tracer study of graduates co ,:Li include a question on whether tIW

handbook had been helpful in landing a job.



TITLE:

OBJECTIVE:

DESCRIPTION:

AN INSTRUCTIONAL MODULE ON PMPARING APPLICATION FORMS

To assist students with limited English proficiency to become confident about
preparing application forms.

The occupational specialist and an instructor could work together on an
instructional module to help students with limited English proficiency to

acquire experience in completing application forms correctly; These students_
can be helped to read and follow the directions on an application form as well.

Understanding instructions and questions an application forms is important

to the appropriate completion of application forms. Without this under-
standingi a student may not be considered for an interview.

PROCEDURE: 1. Acquire application forms from local businesses.

2; Duplicate copies for each class member or prepare transparencies of model

application forms which can be used with an overhead projector.

3. Have students pick out words which they do not understand.

Provide 3 x 5" cards for the studenti to write these words on.

5. Have the students write the definition of the words on the reverse side

of the card.

Use the cards as flash As to help the students in understanding the

words.

Have_the studentt identify these words on the application forms by

circling the words.

Place each word on a slip of paper and place in a box.

Have a student draw out one of the words and pantomime it fn: the class.

10. Class members would respond by attempting to identify the word that is

being pantOnimed.



11. Have class members fill out an actual application form;

ERSoNNEL: 1. Program instructor

2. Occupational specialist

3. Guidance counselor

BUDGET: 1. Copying costs;

A supply of 3" x 5" cards,

EVALUATION: 1. A multiple choice test could be devised which would measure the students'

understanding of difficult words found on application forms.

Students can be tested on their ability to complete an application form

correctly.



PROVIDING STUDENTS WITH INTERVIN SKILLS

OBJECTIVE: To provide students with detailed information about the interview process.

DESCRIPTION: A classroom instructor, guidance counsel:it; or occupational specialist could
help disadvantaged students and women to better prepare for interviews by
detailing the interview process; A session or series of sessions could cover
the steps from answering an advertisement to completing the interview session
and becoming an employee. Fesources for this activity could include printed
materials, former students who are now working, and representatives of busi-
ness and industry.

PROCEDURE: 1. Devise a step-by-step plan for discussing the interview process; that is,
from the time one responds to an advertisement to the time the student
is hired.

2, Devote portions of class time to discuss each step. On the day that
appropriate clothing is diituiiid, one student could_demonstrate_what
is appropriate for the interview, and another could_dress_sloppily.
Discussion on why it is important to appear neatly dressed for an inter-
view could follow.

Students could role-play the parts of the interviewer and the interviewee.

The instructor could lead a discussion about the application form and
questions which an interviewer may ask which are related to that form.

5. A former student may be invited to class to discuss the interview process;

A representative of a local business or industry could be invited to a
class session to discuss whit is expected of a person being interviewed.

7. A class session could be devoted to discussing the types of questions
a would-be employee could ask of the interviewer.



ERSONNEL: Program instructor, occupational specialist, or guidance counselor

to conduct the "interview" classes;

2. Former student;

3. Representative of a business or induttry.

BUDGET: Printed materials detailing the interview process;

EVALUATION: A Multiple-choice or true7falsetest could be devised which would ,measure

the students' understanding of the interview process gained through the
use of the activity;



TV:

JECTIVE:

DESCRIPTION:

PRACTICE INTERVIEWS

To provide students with a realistic_ interview experience so that they will

know what to expect when they actually interview for a job.

Practice interviews conducted in a business/industry setting would be more

realistic than practice interviews which are conducted in a classroom set-

ting. The personnel officer of a company which is mot currently hiring

could be approached to conduct the mock interview. The entire process

could include going over the application form which the student has com-

pleted and the interview.Class discussions about application forms and

the interview session would help prepare the students tor interviews. This

would give minority and disadvantaged students confiden. , in their ability

to complete the interview process.

PROCEDURE: 1. Contact companies for the purpose of determining the possibility of

scheduling mock interviews for students;

Acquire application forms for the students to complete.

Hold class discussions on the filling out of application forms including

appropriate information to be given:

Hold class discussions on what to expect from the interview, including

the types of questions that may be asked, appropriate clothese to wear,

etr.

5. Discuss interviewer comments with students.

6. Type on a note card "personalized" pointers or a set of DO's and DON'Ts

for the student to remember on his/her actual interview. The pointers

should include interviewer and instructor comments. The pointers, how-

ever, should be worded positively.

PERSONNEL: Occupational specialist or guidance counselor to conduct the employability

skills courses and contact local companies; local company representative,

preferably a personnel officer.



BUDGET: 1. Duplication of application forms.

2. Transportation to offices for students.

3; Certificates of appreciation for participating companies;

EVALUATION: 1. After the interview, hold class discussions on the students' impression

of the interview, what went right and what went wrong.

2. Design a checklist/evaluation for the interviewer to complete for every

student interviewed and discuss interviewer comments with the students;



TITLE:

OBJECTIVE:

DESCRIPTION:

CRITIQUING INTERVIEWS

To train minority and disadvantaged students to respond appropriately to

interview questions;

Simulate and record interviews for students to listen to and then critique.

By hearing both good and bad interviews, minority and disadvantaged students

would be helped to gain an understanding of appropriate responses to inter-

view questions and learn why some of those applicants are rejected.

PROCEDURE: 1; Develop interview situations and scripts;

2. Record interviews.

3. Develop multiple choice tests or other appropriate evaluation materials.

4. Have the students listen to these recorded job interviews for the purpose

of critiquing them.

5. Have students determine the proper responses to the questions.

6. Explain why some answers are appropriate/inappropriate.

7. Have the students rose -play interviews, exchanging roles between the

person being interviewed and the person conducting the interview;

PERSONNEL: Program instructor, occupational specialist, or guidance counselor to develop

scripts and evaluation materials.

BUDGET: 1. Tape recorder.

2. Tapes.

EVALUATION. :,t1dents could be given written interview situations where they indicate the

appropriate response.



TITLE:

OBJECTIVE:

DESCRIPTION:

PROCEDURE:

PERSONNEL:

INTERVIEWS WITh ROLE moDas

To provide nontraditional ar4 disadvantaged students with an opportunity to

interact with role models in the work place.

The adjustment of students to training programs which are nontraditional for

their sex or cultural group membership may be facilitated by an exposure to

interaction with nontraditionals in the work force. The meetings with non-

traditional workers could be a way of providing minority and disadvantaged

students with some understanding of the jobs available within a company, how

to adjust to training, and later to the work force_itself. Interviews would

be comiucted with persons, who are doing the type of work for Oich the student

is currently being trained. The students could then be asked to discuss their

experiences in a class meeting.

1. Have the occupational specialist or instructor identify contact persons in

local businesses; Explain the purpose of the program; Secure the neces-

sary permits;

2. Have students make appointments for the interview.

3. Schedule a class period to discuss the types of questions that the stu-

dents would ask during the interview.

After the interviews, ;students could discuss their experiences fn class.

Program instructor or occupational specialist.

Contazt persons of local businesses.

EVALUATION: Have the students write a brief essay on what they learned from the activity;
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Introduction

The main purpose of follow-up is to determine whether the vo-
cational program offerings are meeting the_needs of_students and of
the employers. Placement alone does not give a sufficient measure
of success. Regular contact with disadvantaged students and women
who have been placed in nontraditional jobs can lead to identifica-
tion of role models; job leads; improvements needed in the vocational
program and may result in better job retention. _COntact with em-
ployers regarding new-hire_ performance leads to better job retention,
the identification of possible speakersi_resource persons; consultants,
etc. OVerall; follow-up activities build a reservoir of good will for
the program. Follow-up also assures graduates that the school's in
terst in them does not end with their completion of their vocational
training but extends to seeing to it that they are well-placed;

In order to facilitate student follow-up, it_would be helpful
to have student information available in a central location. The
follow-up process itself should be carried out in a systematic manner
using a student information records system. Procedures which would
aid iT student follow-up include establishing a student information
records system and collection of data through follow -up surveys and
questionnaires.



ITLE: SENIOR EXIT SURVEY

BJECTIVE:

DESCRIPTION:

To gain information about the students' perceptions of the training they

received and of their future plans;

Prior to graduation, an exit survey is administered to graduating students
to determine their future plans and to gain their perceptions of the

training they_receiveO and services provided by school personnel; The
purposes of this exit survey are similar to follow -tip surveys done after
placement in a job or school for further training; The students would be
asked to rate the academic portion of their training as well as_the vo-
cational training. The students could also be asked to rate other services
which they received, such as library resources, career planning and in-
formation, ccunseling, help in selecting_ courses; and planning and select-
ing further training; There could also be additional space provided for
identifying other beneficial services and suggestions for improving the
school._ Analysis of_thest_evaluations should be done separately for tra-
ditional and nontraditional students to determine whether the needs of
these groups are being met.

PROCEDURE: 1. Organize a committee including the occupational specialist, a guidance
counselor, an instructor, and an administrator to develop the survey;

Prepare an exit survey.

3. Administer the exit survey.

4. Tabulate the survey responses;

Write a report based on the results of the survey responses.

6. Circulate the report to school staff members.



PERSONNEL: A committee composed of an occupational specialist, guidance counselor,
an instructor, and an administrator.

BUDGET:

Student aide to tabulate responses.

Staff time to prepare the survey instrument.

Secretarial assistance in typing the survey.

3. Duplicating services;

Student aide salary.

EVALUATION: From results of survey, formulate recommendations for program or service
improvement.

2. Provide relevant decision-makers with copies of report.



TITLE: STUDENT INF' XTION RECORDS SYSTEM

OBJECTIVE: To maintain records on program completers to facilitate follow-up activities.

DESCRIPTION: The occupational_ placement office could maintain follow-ups along with stu-
dent academic achievement; job placement, and job retention records. In
this way, all records are kept in one_place which is centrally located and
provides easy access to information about program completers. Individual
files could be kept on -all completers and could contain both academic add
personal information, home and employment addresses and phone numbers; brief
job or occupational description, etc. These files could be used_as a source
of nailing addresses for sending the follow-up questionnaires and as a record
of those returning follow-up vestionnaires;

PROCEDURE: 1. Establish and maintain an information card file system of program com-
pleters in each vocational program.

Record personal, academic and placement information on the cars.

Assign one person to maintain the file.

4. Ask program completers to keep you informed about any changes of address
or changes in employment data.

S. Use this file as an address file for the purpose of mailing follow-up
questionnaires.

Record receipt of follow-up questionnaires on the students' cards.

7. Use the card file as a quick tally of how many completers are placed
and where they are placed.

'ERSONNEL: Occupational placement personnel (it is probably setter for one, or at the
most, two, people to maintain these files).



BUDGET: 1. 3" x 5" or 4" x 6" file cards.

File card boxes or files.
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TITLE: COTTFCTION OF nATA THROUGH FOLLOV4? QUESTidNNAIRES/SURVEYS

OBJECTIVE: To determine if completers who are currently employed are holding jobs

that are related to the vocational education which they received, or if
they are furthering their education.

DESCRIPTION:

PROCEDURE:

Surveys/questionnaires_are sent to students who have graduated and who

have been placed in jobs or chosen to further their education. The in-

tent of the survey is to deteraine if students who are currently employed

are holding jobs which are related to the vocational education which they
received, or if they are in advanced training programs. It is also in-

tended to determine if the training the students received is relevant to

the job they are in or to the training they are cvrrently_receiving. The

results of the survey are used to evaluate some aspects of the training

programs and also in developing specific recommendation L4 improve cer-
tain areas. The State of Florida also uses follow-up data for identi-

fication of any patterns indicating problem areas that require corrective

action.

1. Design suvey/questionnaire to elicit information needed. Include

items which would allow an analysis of work/career trends of women

and disevantaged completers.

2. MAil the survey/questionnaire to all students who have completed

vocational education programs.

Follow-up non-respondents;

Tabulate the results of the responses to the surveys questionnaires.

Analyze the responses received.

6. Prepare a report based an the result of the responses to the question-

naires and circulate to program planners and decision-makers.



PERSON NFL:

BUDGET:

A committee composed of an occupational specialist, a proRram 1713tructoti

and art administrator of vocational education program to determine overall

questionnaire design.

2. Consultant for instrumentation.

Clerk-typist.

Student aide to tabulate responses.

Secretarial assistance to type the questionnaire, repertsi etc.

2. Costs of materials and printing of the survey/qucstionnaire;

Student aide to take, care of the mail-out procedure and tabulation

of results;

?ostage for mailing the questionnaire and retur postage for the return

of the questionnaire.

5. Analysis of the data and preparation of report of the results--

computer time; if volume warrants;

Printing of the report;

EVALUATION: 1. Feed back results of survey to programs, departments concerned.

2. Determine response rate.
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TITLE: SUPPORTIVE COUNSFIING ATTER PLACEMENT ON THE JOB

OBJECTIVE: To provide surportive counseling to completers after they have seen placed
to aid in any on-the-job problems;

DESCRIPTION: Supportive counseling after placement would hclp_women and disadvantaged
students to remain in their iobs and become stable employees; Problems
which might be addressed could include the attitude toward work; the
type of assistance that Would help them in making the transition from
school to work, on-the-job problems such as supervisor-employee relations,
etc. A problem may he referred to the counselor by either the employee
or tbe employer.

PROCEDURE: I. After placement, maintain contact vith former women; minority; and
disadvantaged students to assist them in remaining on the job.

PERSONNEL:

1UDGET:

:VALUATION:

2. Establish and maintain contact with employers of women, minority,
and disadvantaged former students. Explain the nature and objectives
of the supportive counseling service offeted by the ich(4. Thii
procedure is important, for unless amployers_retognize the value of
the service, ;1in after placement may be lookei upon as inter-
ference;

3. Inform students about the availability of the supportive counseling
service;

occupational specialist aid/or guidance counselor to provide service.

1. Travel for visiting former students and their employers.

2 Salaries/honoraria for counselors.

Determine how many of the former students who have used the service have
been hAped. This can be done through evaluation questionnaires and
follow-up interviews with former students and their supervisors.
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